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Our next standout Champagne Tasting in October 2017 will be a comparison of eight pairs of Prestige
Cuvée and Vintage champagnes from the same House. Jancis Robinson MW will once again be hosting this
special evening, featuring many exceptional newly released champagnes with many served from magnum.
Full details can be found on Page 47. I look forward to meeting you at one of our tasting events soon.
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Best wishes,
Nick Baker
Founder

Champagne Houses

As our third birthday approaches in September 2017, it is worth reflecting over the considerable changes we
have undergone in this time. When we began in 2014, we started offering same-day London delivery and
quickly discovered that consumers wanted more. Thus, the beginning of 2017 marked a milestone, with The
Finest Bubble offering same-day delivery to the majority of London within two hours. Our partnerships
with a handful of great delivery companies facilitate the transport of our range of 250+ champagnes to
where they are needed, cost effectively and in perfect condition.
During 2016 and 2017, we have continued to source more champagnes, seeking out those that offer value
amongst their competitive set and have extended our range accordingly. Our Prestige Cuvées from 2002
Champagne Tasting event with Jancis Robinson MW in October 2016 proved a huge success. Blind tasting
fifteen prestige champagnes from this unparalleled vintage was a unique, once-in-a-lifetime experience that
offered invaluable insight into their complex development. There is a full review on Page 42.
Our visit to Champagne with Essi Avellan MW in March 2017 was also a triumph. A busy itinerary
including Vins Clairs tastings with winemakers at eleven Champagne Houses in two and a half days, led to a
whirlwind discovery of the difficulties and merits of the 2016 vintage. A tough growing season is producing
surprisingly balanced wines; detailed write-ups can be found under the ‘News’ section of the website.
We have introduced many more articles in our 2017 Portfolio and have added some forward-looking
information on the vintages that are just starting to emerge on the market and those that will start to arrive
over the next few years. Much has been written about the impressive 2008 vintage and it is beginning to
look as though it could develop to be as incredible as the legendary 2002. The 2009 vintage is already a great
early-drinking year and although a few years away, 2012 is surely one to watch for high quality champagnes.
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Gifting has never been so easy, The Finest Bubble can take care of your gifting requirements no matter how
big or small. Choose from our extensive range of champagne gifts and send them to multiple destinations
throughout the UK. Our tailor-made service caters for all budgets and requests, ranging from bespoke
orders for small businesses to multiple deliveries for big corporate firms.
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Grand & Premier Cru
Vineyards of Champagne

great chef would say the best dishes
come from the highest quality produce;
the winemaker would undoubtably
say the finest wines are made from the highest
quality grapes. Obviously the skill of the chef or
the winemaker also comes in to play, but as the
saying goes ‘you can’t make a silk purse out of a
sows ear!’
In the world of Champagne, you have probably
heard many Houses talking about the fact that
their cuvées, especially their vintage champagnes,
have this or that percentage of fruit harvested
from Grand Cru or Premier Cru vineyards. This
is typically said in a way that suggests their fruit

origination is a very positive thing, but they don’t
explain what this really means. So our summary
will give you an overview of why this is indeed an
important component in the production of fine
champagne.

The top villages with the best of the best in all
areas were given a 100% Grand Cru rating, the
next-best vineyards were the Premier Crus, given
between 99% and 90%, right down to lowly valley
floor areas rated as little as 22%.

Back in the 19th Century, the authorities decided
that all of the vineyards in France were to be
classified to reflect their quality. In Champagne,
this meant quality-rated status, village-area by
village-area (also called communes). The system
adopted in Champagne was a percentile system,
known as ‘Échelle des Crus’. Ratings were based
on the quality of their grapes, the aspect of their
vineyards, the soil and the topography.

Historically, the Committee agreed on a price
that the grapes would command, and the
percentage the growers receive for their grapes
depended on their vineyard rating. Nowadays,
the classification is only part of the pricing
process, with more importance based on the
current performance of the vineyard. However
grapes from the 100% rated Grand Cru villages
still command the largest premium.

Champagne Gift Sets
Bollinger Special
Cuvée NV Flutes
RRP £80.00 | Price per gift set £69.95

This Bollinger Gift Set includes one bottle of Special Cuvée NV 75cl and two elegant
champagne flutes presented in a Limited Edition Champagne gift box.

Bollinger’s Special Cuvée champagne is
representative of their vineyards; with 60%
of the House’s vineyards being Pinot Noir
and this being the dominant grape variety
in Special Cuvée. Matured for six years
- twice as long as required - they believe
great champagne needs time to develop
its full character. The nose is aromatic and
complex with ripe fruit and spicy aromas.
On the palate, rich apple and peach notes
burst through. Hints of brioche and fresh
walnut linger on the long-lasting finish to
enhance this powerful Special Cuvée. A
great champagne perfect for gifting.

Krug Grande Cuvée NV
Limited Edition 6btl Case
Price per six bottles and box £999.95

Krug bring us three pairs of Grande Cuvée bottles each with a different harvest as a
base: 2003, 2004 and 2005, presented in a beautiful Limited Edition wooden case.

For the first time, Krug bring us three
pairs of Grande Cuvée bottles each with
a different harvest as a base: 2003, 2004
and 2005. This is a special case deal, which
includes the six bottles and the beautifully
crafted wooden case. Each bottle of Krug
Grande Cuvée NV has a Krug ID on the
back label which enables you to discover
the story of that very bottle. Download the
Krug App and use the following ID codes
for more information: 211021 (2003)
212018 (2004) 312036 (2005). Extremely
rare release, just 100 limited edition
wooden cases have been made.

Y

Louis Roederer’s Grand Cru vineyard Goutte D’Or in Aÿ, Champagne

ou can see why it is so important to have
access to the top vineyards in Champagne
- they have been classified as having the
ideal environment or terroir to produce the most
amazing grapes in the region. They are also the
most expensive grapes to buy and hence the
more Grand Cru or Premier Cru juice in the
champagne, the more expensive the final bottle.

just 8.5% or 3,000 hectares of Champagne.

Grand Cru
The most prestigious vineyards to own are the
Grand Cru vineyards, of which there are 17,
all located exclusively in the Côte des Blancs
(Chardonnay) and Montagne de Reims (Pinot
Noir). To put it in perspective, they account for

Premier Cru
The next best vineyards are the Premier Cru
vineyards, of which there are 43 villages located
across the Champagne region. Out of the 44
villages, two are Grand Cru rated (Chouilly and
Tours-sur-Marne), but only for one specific grape
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The Communes or Villages are: Ambonnay,
Avize, Aÿ, Beaumont-sur-Vesle, Bouzy, Chouilly
(white grapes only), Cramant, Le Mesnil-surOger, Louvois, Mailly-Champagne, Oger, Oiry,
Puisieulx, Sillery, Tours-Sur Marne (black grapes
only), Verzenay and Verzy.

variety; the other varieties are Premier Cru.
There are also two villages, Etrechy and Grauves,
that are Premier Cru for just one grape variety.
In total, there are 7,500 acres of Premier Cru
vineyard, amounting to almost 22% of the
Champagne region. Here the classifications range
from 99% to 90% depending on the village, the
aspect of the vineyard and the quality of the
grapes. Out of the 44 villages, the historic ratings
are as follows: two villages 99%, 13 villages 95%,
seven villages 94%, five villages 93% and 16
villages rated 90%. To see the total list of villages
and read this article in full, please check out the
blog on our website.

Taittinger Comtes de Champagne
Three Vintage Case
RRP £499.95 | Price per gift set £475.00

Limited Edition case exclusive to The Finest Bubble. Taittinger Comtes de Champagne
75cl: 2002, 2004 and 2006, presented in a Taittinger hand-crafted wooden case.

All the grapes used in Comtes de
Champagne are grown in the 100%-rated
Grand Cru vineyards in the Côte des Blancs
of Avize, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, Oger and
Chouilly. Only made from Chardonnay
and from vintages of exceptional quality,
5% of the wines have aged for four months
in oak barrels, a third of which are renewed
every year. Taste three stunning Comtes de
Champagne vintages side by side in your
own small vertical: 2002, 2004 and 2006.

Taittinger Brut Réserve NV
Glasses Gift Set
RRP £55.00 | Price per gift set £45.95

Includes one bottle of Brut Réserve NV 75cl and two elegantly branded
Taittinger champagne flutes presented in a Limited Edition gift box.

The hallmark of Taittinger champagne is
the high percentage of Chardonnay used
in the winemaking, which amounts to
anything from 40% in their non-vintage
to 100% in their prestige cuvée Comtes de
Champagne. The Chardonnay dominance
provides for a style of elegance, delicacy
and finesse which is recognised worldwide
and has earned the house many accolades
and awards over the years. Renowned for
its golden colour, Brut Réserve NV has
considerable depth, yet is quite light in
style with a subtle elagance and a longlasting fresh finish.

Krug Grande Cuvée NV
Sharing Set
RRP £195.00 | Price per gift set £175.00

Each bottle of Grande Cuvée comes with two Reidel champagne
glasses presented in a spectacular Limited Edition box.

Krug Grande Cuvée is the archetype of
Krug’s philosophy of craftsmanship and
savoir faire: a blend of around 120 wines
from ten or more vintages, some of which
may reach 25 years of age. Blending so
many vintages gives Grande Cuvée its
unique fullness of flavours and aromas,
its incredible generosity and its absolute
elegance. Over 20 years are needed to craft
each bottle and its exceptional finesse is
the result of a stay of at least another six
years in the cellars; the first prestige cuvée
re-created each year, beyond the very
notion of vintage.

Dom Pérignon
Six Vintages Case
RRP £1,000.00 | Price per six bottles and box £899.95

This six vintage offer is exclusive to The Finest Bubble. The champagnes are
presented in two stunning Dom Pérignon branded three-bottle black wooden cases.

Dom Pérignon is produced in Épernay and
is based on a core of Grand Cru villages
and the oldest vines of the Premier Cru
village of Hautvillers, the historical and
spiritual home of Dom Pérignon. For the
first time in the brand’s history, the house
have released five consecutive vintages.
Beginning with 2002 and ending with
the recently released 2006, they are all a
stunning representation of their respective
vintage. Add to this an excellent bottle of
1999 and this is an amazing mixed case
and tasting experience of six vintages.
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Billecart-Salmon Blanc de Blancs NV
NV

£59.95

Price each for 12 £55.95

A blend of just two vintages, this is a well balanced all-Chardonnay with a creamy palate
This Chardonnay cuvée has been created from five Grand Cru vineyards of the Côte des Blancs: Avize, Chouilly,
Cramant, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and Oger. Created using only two different vintages, the Chardonnay character from
each year is present. A golden colour with a fine stream of bubbles in the glass, subtle aromas of dry fruits and almonds
on the nose. On the palate, a creaminess of white fleshy fruits and a balanced intensity of nuttiness leads to a long and
lasting finish with a continued brioche note.

Billecart-Salmon Vintage Extra Brut
2006

£63.95

Price each for 12 £59.95

An elegant Pinot Noir dominant 2006 with ripe apple flavours and wonderful depth
Billecart-Salmon Vintage 2006 is an Extra Brut dosage champagne with a high percentage of Pinot Noir - 75% of the
blend - tempered by the elegance and subtlety of Chardonnay from the Côte des Blancs. A year of mixed weather, 2006
began with a rainy spring, but with little or no frost in the vineyards. An early summer was a positive, creating perfect
conditions for flowering and warm weather throughout August promoted even healthier grapes. This has a golden
yellow hue with a fine bead of bubbles. On the nose an initial biscuit character leads to a bouquet of floral notes. The
palate is rich with toasty notes and great depth. The mouth-feel is creamy with an underlying white fruit flavour.

Billecart-Salmon Nicolas François Billecart
2002

£120.00

Price each for 12 £115.95

A tribute to the House’s co-founder, this fabulous 2002 has vibrant fruits and a finish that lingers
This exceptional cuvée was created in 1964 as a tribute to the House’s co-founder. The blend is comprised from purely
Grand Cru vineyards in the Côte des Blancs and Montagne de Reims. Partially maturated in small oak barrels helps to
give flavour and complexity to the champagne. A stunning year, 2002 began with a cold winter and a mild late spring.
This led to a bright and sunny start to the summer months, which brought on early flowering. The summer months
had very hot days combined with cooler nights giving great acidity and an abundance of fruits. The aromatics of this
champagne are a combination of dried fruits and hints of almond nuts. On the palate, a well-balanced acidity with
vibrant fruit flavours and slight hints of caramel and apples. A real stunner right through to the finish.

Billecart-Salmon Rosé NV
NV

F

ounded in 1818 with the marriage of
Nicolas François Billecart and Elisabeth
Salmon, Billecart-Salmon is today still in
the hands of the original family who founded
it. François and Antoine Roland-Billecart are
the sixth generation and lead this independent
House with the help and support of their father,
Jean Roland-Billecart.
Alongside the family members are a dedicated
team of people who hold the House values dear to
them such as General Manager Alexandre Bader,
who is in charge of spreading the values of the
House around the world, Chef de Cave François
Domi, who has produced this fine and elegant
champagne for nearly thirty years and Vineyard
Director Denis Blée, who has tended the vines
for the last twenty years and is repsonsible for
Clos Saint-Hilaire. From pruning to harvest, he
rigorously surveys each parcel of the vineyard
and ensures maturation of the wine in the barrels.
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The excellence of Champagne Billecart-Salmon is
above all due to the knowledge of its people who
cultivate an estate of 100 hectares and manage its
grapes over an area totalling 220 hectares and 40
Crus around the Champagne region.
The jewels of the estate are cultivated in the Clos
Saint-Hilaire. Producing fruit from half a century
of careful cultivation, this hectare of Pinot Noir
preciously sheltered by a wall of stone gives birth
harvest after harvest to an exceptional champagne
of rare complexity and stunning freshness.
Always conscious to improve the quality of their
champagne, in the fifties the House established
the technique of chilling the must combined
with the use of stainless-steel tanks for a longer
fermentation at a lower temperature. Over time,
the wines conserve their freshness and the aromas
intensify, allowing Billecart-Salmon champagnes
to deliver all it promises.

During the 17th century, Pierre Billecart,
winemaker and ancestor of Nicolas François
Billecart, was hailed by King Louis XIII who
authorised him to create his own coat of arms.
Thus, when Billecart-Salmon was born in 1818
from union of the Billecart family to the Salmon
family, his descendants proudly reinstated them.
In 1999, the prestige cuvée Nicolas François
Billecart 1959 was chosen as ‘Champagne of
the Millennium’ by a committee of experts at a
blind tasting session in Stockholm involving 150
vintages from the most illustrious champagne
producers, organised by Richard Juhlin, a great
champagne specialist.
The 1961 vintage, for its part, came second. In
2011, to celebrate 50 years of this exceptional
vintage and to delight the palates of great
champagne enthusiasts, an exclusive sale of a
limited series of 1961 vintage was released.

£57.95

Price each for 12 £53.95

A world renowned rosé with elegant strawberries and raspberries: the perfect apéritif
The production secrets and the vinification method of Billecart-Salmon Rosé date back to the origins of the house. This
pale pink champagne has flecks of gold in the light with a persistent mousse. On the nose, aromas of red fruits and hints
of citrus shine. A well-balanced acidic and delicate palate of strawberries and raspberries lead to a brioche mid-palate.
On the finish, a hint of spice and continued theme of red berries and citrus. No wonder this is such a celebrated rosé.

Billecart-Salmon Elisabeth Salmon Rosé
2006

£165.00

Price each for 12 £159.95

Voluptuous flavours of wild strawberries, a stunning rosé in tribute to the co-founder
Created in 1988 as a tribute to the House’s co-founder, this cuvée distinguishes itself through its sparkle and refined
purity of grandeur and unique character. Billecart-Salmon’s prestige cuvée rosé is not always released in chronological
order but rather when head winemaker François Domi believes it is ready for release. Initial aromas of citrus and
complex red berries on the nose are carried through to the palate. This has fresh figs, white peaches and almond
flavours in abundance and voluptuous hints of ripe fruits and wild strawberries. A champagne with a delicate balance
of acidity and creamy textures, this rosé expresses the 2006 vintage fully and will improve and reward with age.
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Bollinger Special Cuvée NV
NV

£43.95

Price each for 12 £37.95

Bollinger’s non-vintage cuvée is matured for twice as long as required to produce a complex and fruity wine
Bollinger’s Special Cuvée champagne is representative of their vineyards; with 60% of the House’s vineyards being Pinot
Noir, this grape is the predominant variety in the Special Cuvée blend. Bollinger lets its wines mature for six years,
which is twice as long as required, as they believe that great champagne needs time to develop its full character. In
1911, George Bollinger’s British agent gave him the idea for the name Special Cuvée - “special” written the English way,
without an accent. He thought the French expression “Brut Sans Année” was no match for such a subtle champagne.
A golden colour with a beautifully fine mousse. The nose is aromatic and complex with ripe fruit and spicy aromas.
Roasted apples, apple compôte and peach flavours burst out on the palate. Brioche and notes of fresh walnut linger on
the lasting finish to enhance this powerful Special Cuvée. A great non-vintage champagne.

Bollinger La Grande Année
Only truly extraordinary years become vintage at Bollinger. It is produced from thirteen Crus:
95% Grand Cru and 5% Premier Cru including Avize, Aÿ, Chouilly, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and Verzenay.

T

he House of Champagne Bollinger has
created prestigious champagnes with
character, distinguished by their elegance
and complexity since 1829.
The story began with Athanase de Villermont,
the youngest son of a noble family. A great
soldier who shone during the American War of
Independence, he inherited an extensive estate
from his family in the Aÿ region. He immediately
foresaw the extraordinary potential of the wines
of Champagne, but as an aristocrat he was
forbidden to become involved in any sort of trade.
Upon meeting Joseph Bollinger, a widely travelled
German who left his country to learn about the
Champagne wine trade and Paul Renaudin, a
local man who was fascinated by the world of
wine, the firm of Renaudin-Bollinger & Cie was
founded on 6th February 1829. Joseph managed
sales and Paul took charge of the cellar. Athanase
had founded a Champagne House that was to
endure through the centuries.
Bollinger own 164 hectares of vineyards, of
which 85% are Grand and Premier Cru, spread
over seven main villages: Avenay, Aÿ, Louvois,
Tauxières and Verzenay planted with Pinot
Noir, Cuis with Chardonnay and Champvoisy
with Pinot Meunier. Bollinger are one of the few
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Champagne Houses to produce the majority
of their own grapes for their blends. Pinot Noir
represents 60% of the House’s vineyards, and this
is the predominant grape in their Special Cuvée
blend. Complex and powerful, the black grape
variety produces Bollinger champagnes with
remarkable structure.
Another unique character of Bollinger wines is
that the best Crus are vinified in wood thanks
to a stock of 3,000 small oak casks. The House
allows its wine to mature for twice as long as
the appellation requirement as they believe that
great champagne needs time to develop its full
character.
Another of Bollinger’s distinctive features are
two plots, the Clos Saint-Jacques and Chaudes
Terres, which have never succumbed to
phylloxera, the disease which ravaged almost
all of the champagne growing area in the early
20th century. These ungrafted vines are entirely
tended by hand and reproduced using a form of
layering called provignage, thereby providing the
means to preserve this extraordinary heritage
from which the very exclusive Vieilles Vignes
Françaises Cuvée is produced.
Bollinger never yields to the easy option: wherever
ancestral techniques have proved to guarantee

the highest quality they are preserved, however
challenging this choice might prove. With hand
riddling, reserve magnums and vintage cuvées
stoppered with natural corks and a resident
cooper: the House proudly perpetuates ancient
skills and valuable crafts. Bollinger is the first
Champagne House to obtain the highly respected
Patrimoine Vivant (living heritage) seal of quality
which rewards exceptional craftsmanship and
skill.
In 2008, for the first time in its history, the House
placed its future into the care of a Chairman who
was not a family member. Their choice fell on
Jérôme Philipon, a Champagne region native who
had lead and impressive career in large industrial
groups including Coca-Cola Enterprises. The
choice might be unexpected but Champagne
Bollinger has never hesitated to reject conformity
for the good of the House and its champagne
production.

2007

£79.95

Price each for 12 £72.95

2005

£84.95

Price each for 12 £79.95

2002

£129.95

A champagne with extreme layers of fruit and floral notes and a creamy taste that adds to a long lasting finish
Mostly a warm year, 2007 began with a warm spring and was followed by a cool summer. The end of the ripening process
was excellent, with harvest taking place in ideal conditions. The delicate colour of this champagne is characterised by
its maturity and Bollinger’s wine-making methods. On the nose, initial scents of almonds and fleshy fruits such as
mango combine with citrus notes and grapefruit. On the palate, the citrus notes continue and lead the way for a
honeyed flavour with a long lasting refreshing finish. This is a champagne that will age really well.
A fantastic example from the difficult 2005 vintage; richly flavoured, an abundance of fruit and complex flavours
At Bollinger, only very high-quality harvests become vintage: 2005 was a temperate and generous year and revealed
a champagne with great aromatic ripeness. On the nose, initial honey and gingerbread aromas shine through, whilst
the palate offers ripe fruit flavours with hints of vanilla. This creamy flavour and subtle acidity combine to leave a long
finish - this is a complex champagne and one of the best from the 2005 vintage.
Price each for 12 £119.95

An exceptional champagne from the renowned 2002 vintage; complex, fruity and a never-ending finish
It is no secret that 2002 was one of the best harvests in the last 20 years. Near perfect growing conditions allowed
for a large and exceptionally good harvest. This La Grande Année expression is a terrific example of the vintage - a
champagne with extreme layers of fruit and floral notes. On the nose, it has a powerful ripe fruit element that continues
through to the palate. Spice, vanilla and apple notes add to a long lasting finish.

Bollinger La Grande Année Rosé
Madame Bollinger agreed to a Bollinger rosé under one condition: it had to be extraordinary, and that is how La
Grande Année Rosé was born. What results is a unique blend between great vintage champagne and red wine
from a legendary plot, Côte aux Enfants, one of the few vineyards to contain extremely rare ungrafted vines.

2005

£94.95

Price each for 12 £89.95

With 5% red wine from the legendary Côte aux Enfants vineyard, this has powerful red fruit and great acidity
A salmon-pink colour, La Grande Année Rosé 2005 is extremely aromatic with strong red fruit and peachy notes. This
strength on the nose is produced by the addition of 5% of the concentrated and complex Pinot Noir from the superb
Côte aux Enfants vineyard. The delicious red berry flavours continue on the palate and combine with zesty citrus
fruits, resulting in a masterfully complex finish. This is a brilliant rosé from a tough vintage and a champagne that will
certainly age well: a rare treat and a true Bollinger.

With support of the Bollinger family, Jérôme
Philipon has extended his predecessor’s
programme of modernisation and investment.
The House has continued to preserve its
traditional expertise while incorporating the best
of new technologies for the future development
of the brand, both in terms of quality and
commercial growth.
|9

The Importance of Champagne Storage

Bollinger R.D.
Bollinger R.D. (Recently Disgorged) is a prestige cuvée champagne with aromas enhanced by its exceptionally
long maturation in the Bollinger family cellars: more than three times longer than required for the appellation.
Madame Bollinger created the first legendary vintage in 1967 with the launch of R.D. 1952.

2002

£169.95

pagne. UV light from either sunlight or artificial sources causes a reaction
within the amino acids in champagne that results in the unwanted production of hydrogen sulphides and sulphurous chemicals (called mercaptans).
This reaction can be identified by a skunky odour, likened to leek, onion,
cooked cabbage or wet wool and can become detectable on the palate after
as little as just 3 hours exposure. You may have noticed that wine is increasingly being sold in almost black bottles and this is the reason why.

Price each for 12 £159.95

The recently disgorged 2002 is a powerhouse with exquisite flavours that intrigue and delight
A light golden colour, this has a nose of dried apricot mixed with grilled nuts. R.D. 2002 really comes alive on the
palate, expressing toasty flavours and perfectly treading the balance between real weight without being too heavy.
The powerful flavours are due to the extra ageing (more than three times longer than required for Champagne) and
this seriously mature champagne finishes with a freshness of fruit and long lasting flavour. Only the very best among
vintage champagnes become Bollinger R.D. and 2002 is definitely one of the most promising vintages of the last decade.

Humidity

Additional vintages online: 1996, 1988, 1976

Bollinger Vielles Vignes Françaises

In the early 20th century, the vines of Champagne were destroyed by phylloxera. Everything had to be replanted
using American rootstock to fight the devastating insect. Everything except two Bollinger Grand Cru plots:
Chaudes Terres and Clos St Jacques in Aÿ, which produce wine for the exclusive Vielles Vignes Françaises blend.

2006

£595.00

Just 3,300 numbered bottles of this 2006 were produced; balanced and consistent, this is extremely rare
Bollinger Vieilles Vignes Françaises has only been produced as a separate cuvée since 1970 and only in very small
quantities; a total of 3,300 numbered bottles of this 2006 vintage were produced. This has a deep golden colour with
a fine stream of bubbles. On the nose, powerful aromatics are dominated by honey and spicy bread flavours lead to a
palate full of candied citrus, dried exotic fruits and ginger. What strikes is the wonderful balance and consistency. This
is an extremely rare champagne with an incredible history from a vintage characterised by ripe, fresh fruit flavour.

T

he default producer’s response to champagne storage usually goes
something like: “Due to strict ageing requirements, Champagne is
generally ready for drinking upon release to the market, having been
matured to perfection in our cellars.” Whilst true - champagnes generally
can be drunk upon release - this doesn’t necessarily mean that they wont
improve futher with more ageing.
Champagne, like all wine, changes with age. The fruity aromas of a younger
bottle will evolve into honey, nutty, dried fruit and toasty flavours. Whilst
the younger champagnes may be fresher, the rich characteristics of an older
champagne can be unbeatable. Champagne certainly has all of the characteristics needed to survive; acidity, alcohol and sugar all contribute to an
ability to age. But all of this becomes redundant if the champagne is not
stored correctly. For prestige cuvées especially, correct storage isn’t just
worth the effort – it’s absolutely essential. So, what are the factors to consider
when storing your precious fizz?

Horizontal or Vertical?
Wine’s greatest enemy is oxygen. Once stoppered in the bottle, wine must be
protected against O at all costs; if the cork dries out and begins to shrink, it
²
may no longer act as an airtight seal and could allow too much O into the
²
bottle, which could spoil the wine. Wine bottles are therefore traditionally
stored horizontally, keeping the cork damp and swollen to fill the bottleneck.
In theory, champagne can be stored vertically due to carbonation. The CO
²
in the ullage (the space between the bottom of the cork and the wine’s surface) should keep the cork sufficiently moist. That said, proponents of horizontal storage feel that even champagne corks will dry out after anything
more than 3-4 months, and we tend to agree. Store your bottles horizontally.

Constant Temperature

If wine is stored in too dry an atmosphere for several years, the corks can dry
out and stop being an effective seal. However, too much humidity can lead
to label deterioration, peeling or mould, making champagne more difficult
to re-sell. Generally, 70 to 85% humidity is considered acceptable.

Vibration and Smell
Agitation from vibration can impact champagne. Try not to store in an area
that will cause the champagne to be shaken, such as near a washer/dryer or
air conditioning unit. It is also advised that you do not move the bottles too
often or too vigorously. An environment free from strong smells is absolutely vital (no old cans of paint or garden chemicals). Scents will eventually be
absorbed over time and harm the delicate flavours of the champagne.

Cellarage
If you are serious about wine you can buy an ‘artificial cellar’, a temperatureand humidity-controlled cabinet like a refrigerator which can store champagne, red and white wine at different set-temperatures in different sections.
At The Finest Bubble, we use a top of the range Eurocave, which works superbly. Alternatively for those who have been driven completely insane by
wine, it is possible to buy a spiral cellar which can be sunk into a specially
excavated hole under ground level, providing perfect storage conditions
right under your home. However, it may be worth re-assessing the economy
of your obsession before tearing up the ground floor of your home!

Professional Storage
An easier option for anyone planning on purchasing a large quantity of
young wine for storage or investment is to have it stored by professionals.
At The Finest Bubble, we store our wines ‘In Bond’ at London City Bond’s
purpose-built Vinothèque cellar in Burton-on-Trent and we encourage our
customers to buy and cellar with us there. This ensures that wine is stored in
ideal conditions, so that it can mature and develop taste and value safely and
also prevents the temptation to drink it at home!

The warmer champagne is stored, the faster it will mature. Kept cooler,
champagne will develop slowly and more interestingly. Champagne tends to
age best at temperatures slightly cooler than wine, nearer to the 10°C mark.
It is generally advised that a few days in the fridge will not affect the quality
of your champagne, but refrigerator air is generally too dry, the bottle is frequently exposed to vibrations and light, and odour can be absorbed.
The temperature must also be kept constant. Higher temperatures cause the
wine to expand, reducing the size of the ullage and potentially forcing wine
out between the cork and bottleneck. When the temperature drops, the ullage contracts to form a vacuum and oxygen may be drawn into the bottle.
Find the best place using minimum and maximum thermometers.

Light
Champagne Bollinger are unique in ageing all of their reserve wines in magnum
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Light can also negatively affect wine, particularly sparkling wine and cham-

Storage at London City Bond’s Vinothèque warehouse
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1995

Charles Heidsieck
Blanc des Millénaires
£134.95

Price each for 12 £125.95

Exceptionally complex and amazingly youthful; Chardonnay at its best

W

hen Charles Heidsieck was born in 1822, his uncle who
married into the Piper family was running the Champagne
House Piper-Heidsieck. Charles grew up in the vineyards
and gained experience at his uncle’s business, but his ambitious
winemaking philosophy led him to found his own Champagne House
in Reims in 1851. He was so proud of his Champagne that he called it
after himself and Charles Heidsieck Champagne was born.
A year later, having found success in Europe, Charles took the brave
decision to travel over the water to the USA to sell his wares. Here,
he was one of the first to introduce Champagne successfully to the
country. His vivacious personality gave him notoriety and popularity
and he famously became known as ‘Champagne Charlie’. An eventful
few years were had in America, including being imprisoned in
Louisiana on suspicion of being a spy during the Civil War. He was
eventually freed by President Lincoln himself and then returned to
settle in Champagne.
Unlike his peers, Charles viewed himself as a blender and not a grower
and spent most of his money investing in fourty-seven underground
chalk cellars dating back to the 11th century instead of land. He began
buying grapes from trusted grower families with the expertise going
back generations in perfecting the care of their vines. The company
now has 60 separate sites to choose from, encompassing a variety of
different Crus, and some of these plots are cultivated by the fourth or
fifth generation of the same family.
Charles Heidsieck is a hand-crafted champagne. The intricacies of its
complex make-up have been perfected over the years by one of the
most celebrated winemaking teams in Champagne. Between three
winemakers they have been awarded Sparkling Winemaker of the
Year at the International Wine Challenge, an award no other house
has won more than twice.
The flagship cuvée, Brut Réserve is the House’s masterpiece. Many
years in the making, the wine is a blend of 60 of the best vineyards
and harvests going back more than 15 years. It is aged in the House’s
Roman chalk cellars under Reims. They provide an ideal place to age
the wine, having a unique combination of constant temperature, high
humidity levels and no sound, light or vibration to disturb the wines.
The non-vintage champagne is made with painstaking attention to
detail. The blend is 60% of wine vinified from the latest vintage, using
an equal split of the three main Champagne grapes; Chardonnay,
Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier. The remaining 40% is a blend of
reserve wines from vintages upto 20 years old. There are over 400
to choose from making Charles famous throughout Champagne for
its immense range of reserve wines. Once the team has decided on
the blend, the wine is typically aged for six years on its lees which
adds a richness and complexity unrivalled in any other non-vintage
champagne.

The first universally declared vintage since
1990, 1995 had generally good conditions
throughout the summer and autumn, meaning
grapes were harvested in prime condition. This
was a fresh and balanced vintage, producing
champagne of excellent ageing potential. A
rich golden colour, the bouquet expresses
buttery and vanilla aromas. The palate is rich
and complex, with notes of pineapple and ripe
fruit. This tastes surprisingly young, displaying
all the characteristics of mature Chardonnay
and its incredible potential for ageing – simply
exceptional! Blanc des Millénaires 1995
is a seriously voluptuous Blanc de Blancs
champagne. Recently disgorged in spring
2014 and having rested on the lees for such
an extended period, this is incredibly youthful
with amazing layers of complexity that linger
beautifully on the palate.

NV

£42.95

Charles Heidsieck
Brut Réserve NV

Price each for 12 £32.95

A mighty 40% reserve wines, this is a serious NV; rich, complex and nutty

The Brut Réserve NV contains a blend of 40%
reserve wines (the maximum permitted),
with an average age of ten years and spends a
minimum of five to six years on the lees. To
achieve the depth and complexity of the house
style, Charles Heidsieck age their Brut Réserve
NV for three years after disgorgement, much
longer than the legal requirement of 15 months.
Pale gold with fine and persistent bubbles, this
has wonderfully complex aromas of ripe apricot
and almond. On the palate it is extremely
creamy, rich and fresh and also surprisingly
nutty - likely a consequence of the age and high
percentage of reserve wines. This is definitely one
of the best Brut Réserve non-vintages around.

2005

Charles Heidsieck
Brut Millésime
£69.95

Price each for 12 £59.95

This 2005 is rich and lively; the showstopper of an average vintage
The 2005 vintage was a warm weather year
without complications. An early heat wave
in June encouraged flowering, followed by
moderate rainfall throughout summer and
another heat wave in early September. The heat
and rain developed berries rich in sugar and
with high acidity levels - rendering 2005 an
ideal year to blend a vintage. This champagne
is composed of eleven Crus, including the
vineyards that form the cornerstone of the
house style - Avize, Cramant, Oger and
Vertus for Chardonnay, and Pinot Noir from
Ambonnay and Mailly. The final blend is
60% Pinot Noir and 40% Chardonnay, giving
a champagne golden in colour, boasting an
expressive nose with hints of hazelnut. On the
palate, the acidity is immediately apparent; this
is rich, fresh and lively. Given a few minutes, it
opens up with more delicious lemony flavours.

2006

£79.95

Charles Heidsieck
Rosé Millésimé

Price each for 12 £72.95

A stunning rosé full of intense ripe fruits with huge ageing potential
The 2006 harvest was a good one all round
for many vineyards in Champagne. Unusually
sunny weather in the early summer months
of June and July brought great early flowering.
Although the weather turned in August with
plenty of showers and humid conditions
threatening some mildew and botrytis,
September arrived with sunny days and cool
nights, ideal conditions for the grapes.
A pink colour with hints of orange, this has a
delightful nose of orange zest and peaches. On
the palate a vibrant and well-structured taste of
rich fruit and peaches. Time in the glass only
excels the flavours and ends with a long-lasting
finish. Already a stunner but given time this
champagne will be even more rewarding.

Since 2011, the company has been owned by the Descours family – a
very positive move ensuring the company remains family-run with a
long-term vision for the future. In early 2015, Cyril Brun took over
as Cellar Master, having been assistant winemaker for many years at
Veuve Clicquot.
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Your Guide to the Making of Champagne
Have you ever stopped to think what makes a sparkling wine ‘Champagne’?
Ever wondered what ingredients go into the delicious blend you love so much? What about the processes under which it is made?
Well, look no further. The Finest Bubble are here, as always, to provide the answers.

Stage 7 - Ageing on the Yeast

Stage 1 - Vineyards
The location of the vineyards is
very important. The most valued
vineyards are those within
villages given the status of Grand
Cru, of which there are seventeen
(accounting for less than 9%
of all planted vineyard land in
Champagne). They’re located on
the best soils in the best locations
and produce the best grapes.
Some of the most famous Grand
Cru villages are Ambonnay, Aÿ,
Chouilly and Verzenay. The next
best vineyards are the Premier
Cru vineyards, of which there are
forty-four, located in villages rated
between 90 and 99%.
One of the top-rated areas in
Champagne is the Montagne de
Reims, which has nine Grand Cru
villages.

Stage 2 - Grapes

Stage 6 - Second Fermentation

Champagne grapes are unique
due to the particular topography,
soil
and
climate
of
the
Champagne delimited region.
The three grape varieties used
in the production of champagne
are: Chardonnay (white), Pinot
Noir (black) and Pinot Meunier
(black). A blend of the three
grape varieties goes into the
production of most champagne
in differing quantities. There
are exceptions such as Blanc
de Blancs, which is made from
pure Chardonnay and Blanc de
Noir, made from only black grape
varieties such as Pinot Noir.

Second fermentation is crucial and unique to the making of
Champagne. After blending, the winemaker kick-starts the
effervescence by adding a sweet solution known as the liqueur
de tirage – a mixture of still wine, sugar and yeast. Once filled, the
bottles are sealed with a crown cap (the type you see on a beer
bottle) or cork and then they are aged sur latte (stacked on their
sides between thin layers of wood).
Inside the bottle, the wine undergoes a second fermentation that
continues for 6-8 weeks. The yeasts consume the sugar, releasing
alcohol and the carbon dioxide that gives champagne its elegant fizz.
The cooler the temperature in the cellar the better, as it slows the
process, creating smaller bubbles and a more consistent bead.

Stage 9 - Disgorgement

Stage 8 - Remuage
Stage 3 - Pressing
After harvest, grapes are
immediately transferred to the
computer-controlled
pressing
centre. Using a technique of
gentle but gradually increasing
pressure, the presses separate
the juice into fractions.

Stage 4 - First Fermentation
The juice is then transferred to a stainless-steel tank where the first
fermentation takes place. At this point, the juice is sweet and very
acidic. During primary fermentation the grape musts transform into
wine: the yeast consumes the natural grape sugars, producing alcohol
and carbon dioxide along with other by-products that contribute to the
sensory characteristics of the wine. Some producers like Bollinger
and Krug ferment in wooden barrels rather than stainless-steel.

Deep inside the cellars, the bottle then undergoes a long period of
maturation. Aged on the lees, the process of gradual breakdown
of the yeast, which enhances the flavours of the final product. This
process is known as autolysis, releasing molecules that are slowly
transformed as they interact with those in the wine. All champagnes
must spend at least 15 months in the bottle before release, of which
12 months maturation on lees is required for non-vintages and 3
years for vintage cuvées. In reality however, most non-vintages are
cellared for 2-3 years and vintage champagnes for 4-10+ years.

After extended lees ageing, bottles undergo a process called
remuage or riddling. The bottles are rotated, loosening the sediment
created during second fermentation, whilst being gradually tilted
from horizontal to vertical with the bottle neck-down (sur pointes).
The sediment is then collected in the neck of the bottle for removal
later. Riddling can be carried out manually in a pupitre or can be
automated in a gyropallette. A good remuer can handle roughly
40,000 bottles a day and would need to do this for 4-6 weeks to
complete the process or a gyropallette (computerised pallet that
holds over 500 bottles) can get the job done in a week.

The first 2,050 litres of juice is
called the vin de cuvée and is
the purest juice, rich in sugar and
acid. The remaining 500 litres is
called the vin de taille, which is
also rich in sugar but has a lower
acid content. After pressing, the
juice settles and cools and the
solids are racked prior to first
fermentation.

Disgorgement expels the deposit
collected in the neck of the bottle
during remuage. The neck of
the bottle is submerged into a
refrigerating solution at -27°C. The
sediment is then ejected under
pressure when the bottle is opened,
in the form of a frozen plug. Bottles
with metal caps are generally
disgorged by machine but certain
cuvées are still disgorged by hand (à
la volée). The bottle is held upside
down, opened and then quickly
tilted back upwards so that only
enough wine is forced out to take
the sediment with it. This traditional
technique is still used today for very
small or large bottles and very old
vintages. Disgorgement is a critical
point in the life of champagne; the
grand finale after many months of
peaceful maturation on the lees.

Stage 10 - Dosage
Stage 5 - Blending
This happens each spring following the previous year’s harvest. The winemaker must taste and assess
many different lots from all the different vineyards and regions. For non-vintage champagnes, the
winemaker will draw on the most current vintage, but will also rely on stocks of reserve still wines from
previous years. These wines give the champagne a richness and fullness of character and will make the
wine easier to drink at a younger age. Eventually, with the help of their team, the winemaker will decide
upon the perfect assemblage to create their house blend ‘non-vintage’ champagne. Great growing
years will produce vintage champagnes, made using wine from only that vintage. Once blending is
complete, the wine undergoes cold stabilisation: the process of chilling wine prior to bottling to induce
crystallisation of tartaric acid (particularly important for sparkling wines), thus preventing crystal
formation in the finished product.
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The bottle is topped off to its previous fill level with liqueur d’expedition;
a sugar mixture. The amount of sugar determines the sweetness of the
wine and balances the acidity. However it’s a very fine line, as acidity is
essential to keep the wine fresh during bottle ageing and any cellaring by
the consumer. The role of dosage in the wine’s sensory development also
varies according to the style of champagne. If the winemaker is happy
with the wine as it stands, the liqueur d’expedition will consist of a mixture
of sugar and the same wine as the bottle holds. Otherwise the liqueur
d’expedition may be made with a reserve wine – great champagne wines
set aside for long ageing in casks, barrels or even magnums. These add
an extra dimension to the winemaker’s arsenal of flavours, creating a
palette from which to choose the perfect finishing touch.

Tasting
We think that the best way of
learning is drinking! Understanding the production process also
adds a lot more context to what
different styles of champagne
are available. Why not come
along to one of our tasting events
and put this new-found knowledge to the test?
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Dom Pérignon
Dom Pérignon is the prestige cuvée of prestige cuvées. Made in amazing volumes yet retaining sheer class, this
Champagne has a worldwide reputation for a reason: it is simply one of the best labels on the market.

2006

£119.95

Price each for 12 £110.95

2004

£139.95

Price each for 12 £134.95

2002

£174.95

Price each for 12 £169.95

A champagne showing true hallmarks of a superb vintage, this will get better and better with time
The 2006 vintage is the fifth consecutive Dom Pérignon release since the renowned 2002. With similar weather
characteristics to the incredible 2002, this champagne has a floral nose with hints of ripe tropical fruits. On the palate
an increasing level of creaminess and complexity teases, this has a delightful personality which will develop with time.
Classic Dom Pérignon from a year with expressive fruit and stunning richness
The 2004 vintage leaves its mark on the history of Dom Pérignon for its ease and generosity. Almond aromas gradually
develop into classic toasted notes that combine with an abundance of fruit on the palate. Dom Pérignon 2004 expresses
the singularity of the House style: the perfect tension between youthfulness and maturity.
Dom Pérignon doesn’t get better than this 2002; rich, almost Burgundian in style and lingering...
The 2002 vintage shaped up perfectly over the spring and an ideal summer ensured the success of this legendary vintage.
Hints of lemon and dried fruits on the nose are rounded off by a creamy and energetic fruit-bomb palate. Dom Pérignon
2002 expresses all the power of grapes picked at the peak of maturity, while going far beyond the character of the year.

Additional vintages online: 2005, 1999

Dom Pérignon Plénitude 2
The Second Plénitude of Dom Pérignon is released approximately 15 years after the harvest. At this point, the
cuvée has taken a profound leap to a new level of complexity and is the peak of energy, intensity and vibrancy.

1998

1996

U

niquely only available as a vintage
Champagne produced in exceptional
years from just two grape varieties,
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, Dom Pérignon is an
iconic wine with an unrivalled heritage.
Nestled in the heart of Champagne on a hillside
overlooking the Marne Valley, the Abbey of
Hautvillers is the House of Dom Pérignon’s
historic birthplace. It was founded in around 650
by Saint Nivard, the Archbishop of Reims. It was
destroyed and rebuilt on several occasions, but
finally rose from its ashes in the 16th century with
the help of Catherine de Médicis. It was in this
exceptional place that Dom Pérignon pursued his
ambition to create the “best wine in the world”
for forty-seven years.
Dom Pierre Pérignon, one of the Benedictine
Monks, was appointed Cellar Master and charged
with improving the quality of their wine. This
was at a time when most wines were red and with
Champagne being so northerly, it wasn’t really
warm enough for red wine production.
At the time this cooler area of France saw later
harvests and so the wines often hadn’t finished
fermentation before the cold winter set in. So this
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meant the wines which needed bottling to prevent
spoiling often still had sweetness. Spring came
and warmed up the bottles and the fermentation
started again in bottle; often bottles exploded and
the fizz was seen as an imperfection. Dom Pierre
Pérignon tried hard to improve a number of
vineyard practices and grape pressing techniques
and even brought in stronger glass from England,
producing cleaner white wines with a light fizz
(sealed with a cork, firmly tied down!) The Abbey
at Hautvillers became an important supplier of
wine to events at Reims Cathedral and to the
Royal Household.
It was nearly 100 years later in the early 1800s
before this process was perfected closer to what
we see and know as champagne today, but much
of the practices we see today in champagne
production trace their origins back to Dom Pierre
Pérignon’s time at the Abbey. In recognition of his
work, when Dom Pierre Pérignon died in 1715
he was granted special rights to be buried in the
Abbey, space normally reserved for the Abbots.
The philosophy, vision and spirit of Dom Pérignon
are incarnated in his Manifesto, a document
which explains the ten basic principles guiding
winemaking at the House. Dom Pérignon can

only be a vintage and each year the Chef de Cave
reinvents the House style with different grapes,
creating a unique champagne; a perfect balance
between the expression of Dom Pérignon and the
expression of the vintage itself. It is made using a
subtle blend of two grape varieties – Pinot Noir
and Chardonnay – which are taken from the very
best vineyards in Champagne.

£259.95

Price each for 12 £249.95

£279.95

Price each for 12 £272.95

This Second Plénitude release of Dom Pérignon demonstrates how the same champagne can have two lives!
The 1998 was released as the ‘standard’ Dom Pérignon (P1) labelling back in 2005. This second release has spent a
minimum of 12 years maturation on the lees and was released in 2014. Loads of honey character and burnt sugar notes
impress on the nose. The palate appears quite mature at this stage, but still has great freshness and acidity. P2 1998 has
also undergone 100% malolactic fermentation adding a wonderful complexity and a slight buttery personality.
The best second release Dom Pérignon there is; an exceptional champagne full of rich fruits and still so young
The 1996 year was full of contrasts and the summer changeable, but remains famous as a high sugar, high acid champagne
vintage. Initially lauded as the best since 1990, this has since proven itself as one of the greatest ever, a year marked
by incredible elegance and power. High acidity combined with layer upon layer of ripe fruit character underlies this
outstanding champagne, which has potential to age for several decades. This is packaged under the Oenothèque label.

Additional vintages online: 1995, 1993

The champagnes owe their complexity to the slow
ripening of the grapes, which conserves freshness
while revealing new aromas and new textures with
the passing of time. These aromas, which develop
in the wines as they are protected from oxygen
during the ageing process, guarantee exceptional
cellaring potential and a characteristic minerality
which is an aromatic signature of the House.
Chef de Cave Richard Geoffroy makes the decision
each year as to whether or not the vintage will be
declared: “If the fruit we have harvested doesn’t
satisfy the Dom Pérignon criteria, there will not
be a vintage that year.” This vision is tangible
through the subtle balance that characterises the
House champagnes: an alliance of complexity
and intensity. Slow maturation means that each
vintage has wonderful ageing potential and can
be presented in three Plénitudes.
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Dom Pérignon Plénitude 2 Rosé

The Plénitude concept has been years in development at Dom Pérignon. The House indentified three defined
stages in its life and these Second Plénitude Rosé releases of Dom Pérignon have taken a profound leap to a new
level of complexity. The peak of energy, intensity and vibrancy; this is champagne in high-definition.

1996

1995

1992

£820.00

A superb second release rosé from 1996, packed full of personality and very youthful for a twenty year old!
The 1996 vintage has all the inimitable traits of Dom Pérignon Rosé; with all the light-heartedness, vivacity and vibrancy
of the Pinot Noir grape, yet maintaining the balance between the Chardonnay and the Pinot Noir. A strong pink colour
with hints of cherry and summer fruit aromas. On the palate there is impressive evolution from the original release, loads
of red berry fruit and a spicy undertone with just a hint of lemon and great refreshing acidity. The ageing potential of
this champagne is amazing, its abundance of fruit and great acidity make it seem very young, yet it’s already 20 years old!

£599.95

Great second release of an exceptional Rosé, this 1995 is perfectly balanced and still youthful; classic P2
The 1995 harvest was a large crop and shares similar characteristics with the now renowned 1998. After a previous four
years of tough growing conditions, 1995 came as a relief as the first universally declared vintage since 1990. On the
nose this is fruity and complex with hints of red berries leading to a palate of cranberry, mint and a hint of cinnamon
spice. The flavours linger long after the finish and the extra time on the lees has created a superb rosé that is beautifully
balanced and still youthful even at twenty years of age, a hallmark of Plénitude 2.

£850.00

Now twenty-five years old, this is quintessential Plénitude 2; still with great ageing potential and sure to improve
Dom Pérignon Rosé 1992 was originally released after 8 years on the lees and was very expressive. This second release
comes after 15 years on the lees in the famous cellars in Épernay and is softer and creamier than the first. A superb year
of great ripeness and high total acidity has created an exceptional champagne that is bursting with flavours. On the nose,
citrus fruits combine with hints of toasty notes, opening up to a palate of dark forest fruits and a long-lasting finish. At
nearly twenty-five years old, this is quintessential P2; still with incredible ageing potential and sure to improve.

Dom Pérignon Michael Riedel Limited Edition
2006

Dom Pérignon Rosé

£155.00

Price each for 12 £149.95

This 2016 Creator’s Edition includes a unique bottle and box designed by famous German artist, Michael Riedel
This Creator’s Edition was released in 2016 and formed in partnership with Michael Riedel, the famous German
contemporary artist. The box and bottle are designed with many ‘D’ and ‘P’ letters from the House name by creating a
complex layering of the two letters. Initial impressions on the nose are of floral and ripe tropical fruits. On the palate
an increasing level of creaminess and complexity shines through, which is certain to develop as time passes. This is a
champagne showing true hallmarks of a superb year and given time will prove itself as one of the vintages of the decade.

Pierre Pérignon’s ambition to make ‘the best wine in the world’ is embodied by Dom Pérignon Rosé;
a jewel of amber, copper, orange and gold created with red wine from exceptional Pinot Noir grapes.

2005

2002

£259.95

Price each for 12 £249.95

A stunning rosé champagne with great balance, an abundance of fruits and incredible freshness
The 2005 vintage was unpredictable and full of contrasts. The weather was mostly warm, with little rain. However,
a heat wave in August followed by a cool and rainy September moderated initial anticipation. In the end, a drastic
selection in the vineyard ensured a limited volume of exceptional quality. Quite tight on the nose, this has hints
of rose-petals and raspberry at first and after a little more time in the glass plenty of red fruit character lifts the
nose. Loads of spice and black cherry notes on the palate with hints of tropical fruits on the mid-palate which
lingers long at the finish. With great freshness and balanced acidity, this rosé will get better and better with age.

£349.95

Price each for 12 £339.95

Delicately pink, there is a luxurious decadence to Dom Pérignon rosé; breathtakingly youthful and refreshing
The 2002 vintage was a year like no other. Perfect conditions matched with healthy vines allowed the dehydrated
grape berries to reach new heights of ripeness during the September harvest. Dom Pérignon Rosé 2002 expresses
an enhanced natural richness that lends it extra precision and depth. On the nose, the first hints of fresh almond
immediately open up into darker smoky and toasted qualities. On the palate, a creamy energy and red berry fruit
intensity make this a still-elusive champagne that fully reveals the nature of Dom Pérignon.

Dom Pérignon Rosé Michael Riedel Limited Edition

2004

£325.95

Price each for 12 £319.95

This 2016 Creator’s Edition includes a unique bottle and box designed by famous German artist, Michael Riedel
This Creator’s Edition was released in 2016 and formed in partnership with Michael Riedel, the famous German
contemporary artist. The box and bottle are designed with many ‘D’ and ‘P’ letters from the House name by creating a
complex layering of the two letters. The champagne has a nose that sings out loud and clear, beginning with fresh and
intense red fruit like wild strawberries and redcurrants. Smooth and intense on the palate, the finish is prolonged with
the unexpected hint of green citrus that marks the 2004 vintage. This is not remotely sweet at all; a great champagne
that happens to be pink and if development of the 2004 Blanc is anything to go by, this will age wonderfully with time.

Additional vintages online: 2004, 2003
Rosé Luminous Label 2002 Special Edition

£369.95

This limited edition features an illuminating Dom Pérignon shield, drawing power from a small battery pack in the punt
of the bottle. Ideal for luxury gifting, the unique label compliments perfectly the exquisite rosé within.

Rosé Jewel Label 2002 Special Edition

£369.95

Dom Pérignon Rosé 2002 has been aptly titled Dark Jewel due to its decadent amber colour and intriguing hints of copper.
This Limited Edition collection has a unique metalised label and box saluting the mystique of a dark rosé.
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Gosset Grand Millésime Brut
2006

T

he Gosset family have been producing
Champagne from the Aÿ vineyards since
1584, making them one of, if not the, oldest
champagne producers in existence today. This
small producer is run by descendants Michel and
Christian Gosset who manage around 24 acres of
vineyards. Within the 24 acres are 14 acres which
lie on the best hillsides of Aÿ in the Lieux-dits of
Asniers, Croix Courcelle, Froide Terre and Loiselu.
A further 8.5 acres are scattered across the Premier
Crus of Avenay, Dizy and Mareuil. Finally a tiny
half acre plot of Grand Cru Chouilly (a Chardonnay
village) helps to create the distinctive Champagne
Gosset style. Since 1994 it has been owned by the
Cognac house, Frapin and Jean-Pierre Cointreau is
currently CEO of both companies.

The Jewel in the Gosset crown has always been Celebris. The House prestige cuvée, Gosset Celebris is
characteristically harmonious, fresh and elegant and is only produced in the best vintage years.

2004

2002

All Gosset champagnes are ‘recently disgorged’,
normally with a high proportion of Chardonnay
and without malolactic fermentation. This
preserves acidity which in turn keeps the
champagne fresh for much longer. The Gosset style
is dry but not acidic, creamy, biscuity and yeasty.

£112.95

Price each for 12 £105.95

£137.95

Price each for 12 £129.95

Elegant with an abundance of freshness, this will be enjoyed for several decades to come
The 2004 vintage was a plentiful harvest that had great maturity. August was a particularly cool month, but September was
full of dry heat which accelerated the growth of ripe fruits. An opulent appearance, this is a bright pale gold with emerald
green highlights. Aromas of honey and hints of caramel lead to a refreshing palate of pears, pineapple and citrus fruits.
This is a champagne of incredible balance that is sure to improve further with a little patience.

Gosset’s prestige cuvée from the stunning 2002 vintage, this is extra special and even more stunning from magnum
The 2002 harvest was near-perfect. Categorised by a cold but sunny and dry winter, a mild spring and long summer
followed, helping the maturity of the grapes and creating ideal growing conditions. In the glass, this champagne is a golden
colour with a gracious nose of pear and pineapple aromas. On the palate, a fresh and expansive taste of lemon and orchard
fruits explodes into an elaborate long-lasting finish. This is excellent from bottle and stunning from magnum.

Additional vintages online: 1998

Gosset 15 Ans de Cave NV
NV

Today the wines are presented in an antique bottle,
an exact replica of the one used since the eighteenth century by Champagne Gosset.

Gosset Grande Réserve Brut NV
£49.95

Price each for 12 £55.95

From an already exceptional vintage, this is a well-balanced vintage champagne from Gosset
The Chardonnay in this blend came from Avize, Cramant, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, Trépail and Vertus. The Pinot Noir from Ambonnay,
Avenay, Aÿ, Chigny-les-Roses and Louvois. Grand Millésime 2006 has spent eight years in the cellar before it was disgorged in spring
2015. The nose is very delicate with immediate apple and pear notes and as it warms a little more aromatic floral notes come out. This
has a lovely, clean defined palate of apple and citrus notes and more pear and yellow plum flavours come forward after time in the glass.
There is a hint of saltiness and fresh acidity, which is perfect alongside delicate sea food and pasta dishes.

Gosset Celebris

Gosset has some rather famous neighbours,
including Bollinger whose winery is located
directly opposite. However, production is much
below that of the larger Houses at around 1.3
million bottles, where as Moët & Chandon are
nearing 30 million.

NV

£63.95

£74.95

Price each for 12 £69.95

A secret blend of vintages cellared in 1999 and matured for fifteen years, this unique prestige cuvée is something truly special
Gosset 15 Ans de Cave is a secret blend of various different vintages and was cellared in 1999. A creation of Gosset’s previous Cellar
Master, Jean-Pierre Mareigner remains tight-lipped about the vintages in the blend. The grape variety is 60% Chardonnay from Avize,
Cramant and Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and 40% Pinot Noir from Ambonnay, Aÿ and Mareuil-sur-Aÿ. Just 5,000 bottles were produced and
it is expected that only a few hundred bottles were released to the UK market. The wine contains a very fine stream of bubbles and is a
vivid yellow, with aromas of lemon and slight biscuit notes. On the palate a complexity of dried fruits and honey notes fill the mouth. A
rich and fresh fruit flavour is evident throughout the finish which lasts forever; a great characteristic of Gosset Champagne.

Price each for 12 £44.95

Bold in flavour and structure, this is a mighty non-vintage with impressive depth of character
Gosset’s non-vintage is a blend of the best Crus of the Marne district with Premier Cru vineyards from the villages of Ambonnay, Avize,
Chouilly, Verzenay and Villers-Marmery. Once the wine has gone through its first fermentation, Gosset prevents the still wine undergoing
malolactic fermentation - which is a natural process where malic acid converts to lactic acid - resulting in a champagne that has fresher
acidity and is more delicate and fruit driven. The Grande Réserve NV spends a minimum of three years in the cellar before disgorgement.
This has a pale gold colour and an expressive nose of blackcurrants and gingerbread. A very balanced palate opens to show an incredible
depth with a richness of dried fruits, creating a lasting but subtle finish. A great non-vintage champagne.

Gosset Grand Rosé Brut NV
NV
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£63.95

Price each for 12 £55.95

This superb rosé with 8% red wine from Ambonnay and Bouzy is “almost a vintage”
Gosset’s Rosé non-vintage is made using 8% red wine from Ambonnay and Bouzy, which contributes perfect balance to the Chardonnay
dominant blend. The champagne is wonderfully clean; a soft salmon-pink colour with notes of strawberries and fresh fruits on the nose.
The mouth-feel is a generous and opulent marriage of roundness and concentration with flavours of rose-hip, redcurrant and peach.
Impeccable length and a low dosage give the champagne a nice balance. This is the archetype of great sparkling rosé. Cellar Master, JeanPierre Mareigner comments: “This is almost a vintage. Indeed, I added just a very little amount of reserve wines.”
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Krug Grande Cuvée NV Editions
In 2016, Krug began releasing their legendary Grande Cuvée blend as annual ‘Editions’, with the unique
number elegantly displayed on the front label. Each Edition corresponds to the current base vintage which
dominates 50-70% of the blend and the remaining 30-50% is made up of reserve wines.

159th Edition – Krug ID 211021
£175.95

Price each for 12 £171.95

This is the 159th creation of Krug Grande Cuvée based on the 2003 vintage. The oldest wine is from 1988 and the
youngest from 2003 with 120 wines from 10 vintages making this signature Krug Grande Cuvée blend. Reserve wines in
this Edition, particularly from 1996 as well as other truly great white wines from more recent years, give spark and vitality
to this blend. This Edition was disgorged in spring 2011.

160th Edition – Krug ID 212018

£175.95

Price each for 12 £171.95

This is the 160th creation of Krug Grande Cuvée based on the 2004 vintage. The oldest wine is from 1990 and the
youngest from 2004 with 121 wines from 12 vintages making this signature Krug Grande Cuveé blend. Reserve wines
in this Edition lend harmony, completing the blend without modifying the predominant characteristics of the year. This
Edition was disgorged in spring 2012.

161st Edition – Krug ID 312036
£175.95

Price each for 12 £171.95

This is the 161st creation of Krug Grande Cuvée based on the 2005 vintage. The oldest wine is from 1990 and the
youngest from 2005 with 134 wines from 12 vintages making this signature Krug Grande Cuveé blend. Reserve wines in
this Edition bring brightness, richness and depth to the 2005 blend, mainly through very beautiful old Chardonnays and
multiple expressions of Meunier from different years. This Edition was disgorged in summer 2013.

162nd Edition – Krug ID 214032
£175.95

Price each for 12 £171.95

This is the 162nd creation of Krug Grande Cuvée based on the 2006 vintage. The oldest wine is from 1990 and the
youngest from 2006 with 142 wines from 11 vintages making this signature Krug Grande Cuvée blend. Reserve wines
in this Edition lend structure and depth to the 2006 harvest which seemed to be somewhat too homogenous. The base
vintage wines add shine and minerality to the blend. This Edition was disgorged in spring 2014.

163rd Edition – Krug ID 315051
£139.95

J

oseph Krug left his job at Jacquart Champagne
to set up his own Champagne House with a
very unique style in 1842. Joseph wrote in
his cherry personal notebook the philosophy
for Krug Champagne which is still followed
today. The two beliefs he wished to share were:
craftsmanship without compromise and no
hierarchy within his champagnes. He believed
that there should be only two cuvées: number
one (now known as Grande Cuvée) should be the
fullest expression of Champagne each year and
number two should express the circumstances of
an excellent and interesting vintage.
Today the sixth generation of the Krug family are
still involved in all aspects of Krug Champagne.
Independently owned by the Krug family for
generations, Krug is now part of the luxury goods
conglomerate Louis Vuitton Moët Hennessy
(LVMH). Despite owning some 20 hectares
of vineyards within Champagne, Krug is still
a négociant producer of champagne, with the
grapes used in Krug coming from long-term
contract growers who are proud to declare that
the grapes are destined for the production of
Krug’s famous champagne.
Normally in Champagne, the non-vintage cuvée
is considered to be the ‘entry level’ champagne of
that house. However with Krug, this is not the
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case. Krug’s Grande Cuvée NV is the champagne,
more than any other, to which connoisseurs
aspire. With a reputation built upon quality and
consistency, rather than volume and one-off
successes in comparative wine tastings, Krug
has built possibly the most enviable reputation
in the whole of the region, simply by producing
Champagne of incredibly high quality, year after
year, for the last 170 years.
Krug’s production is well under one per cent of
the world’s Champagne – but it is often described
as the Rolls-Royce of the industry. The House’s
devotees, who call themselves ‘Krugists”’ include
Ernest Hemingway, John le Carré, Sir Alec
Guinness and Naomi Campbell.
The Krug range includes a tiny, 1.84 hectare
vineyard in the village of Le Mesnil-sur-Oger
called Clos du Mesnil, protected from the
harshness of spring frosts by being situated
in the heart of the village and surrounded by
houses helping to create a unique microclimate.
This amazing plot creates the remarkable single
vineyard cuvée, only produced in exceptional
years. Although vines were first planted here in
1698, it has only belonged to the Krug family
since 1971 and the first vintage was produced in
1979. “We had no clue what a gem it would be,”
says Olivier Krug. “It’s a darling vineyard.”

Whereas most Champagne Houses put all of
their best grapes in to making a single vintage, at
Krug a sizeable proportion of the wine produced
from the best grapes from declarable vintages are
held back as reserve wines to be used in the Krug
Grande Cuvée NV blend. The exact composition
of each year’s release of Krug Grande Cuvée NV
Champagne varies depending on many factors
but typically each release is a blend of around 120
different wines from 10 different vintages. Each
bottle of Krug has a unique ID code which can be
scanned using the smartphone App (available to
download for free on the App store) to discover
the unique blend and personality of each bottle.
Another defining factor in the flavour of Krug
is the fact that all champagnes are fermented in
small 205 litre oak barrels. Krug opt to use wellseasoned oak that imparts no specific oak flavour
to their champagne, as it allows for a better
exchange with oxygen. Once initial fermentation
is complete, current Chef de Cave Eric Lebel
leaves the Krug Grande Cuvée blends on their
lees, the youngest of the wines in the blend being
six years old with the oldest usually over twenty
years old. This gives the champagne its richness
and complexity, relating back to the original
philosophy of Joseph Krug, producing “the fullest
expression of Champagne every year”. Put simply,
Krug are the most luxurious of all Houses.

Price each for 12 £129.95

This is the first bottle of Krug Grande Cuvée to display the Edition on the front label and is the 163rd creation of Krug
Grand Cuvée based on the 2007 vintage. The oldest wine is from 1990 and the youngest from 2007 with 183 wines from
12 vintages making this signature Krug Grande Cuvée blend. In this early harvest year aromas were more impressive than
taste, thus the reserve wines lend complexity, roundness, body and length. This Edition was disgorged in summer 2015.

164th Edition – Krug ID 414076
£139.95

Price each for 12 £129.95

Releasing in June 2017, this is the much anticipated 164th creation of Krug Grand Cuvée based on the 2008 vintage.
The oldest wine is from 1990 and the youngest from 2008 with 127 wines from 11 vintages making this signature Krug
Grande Cuvée blend. A selection of rich and deep reserve wines combine with particularly balanced wines from 2008,
creating a truly harmonious blend of character, purity and texture. This Edition was disgorged in autumn 2014.

Krug Rosé NV
NV

£199.95

Price each for 12 £189.95

The proportion of skin-fermented Pinot Noir wine provides very expressive tone, colour and spice
Like Grande Cuvée, Krug Rosé is a multi-vintage blend; a relative newcomer at Krug, first released in the
1980s. Krug Rosé is the only prestige cuvée rosé to be blended from a rich palette of wines from three different
grape varieties, and from such a wide range of vintages. Pinot Noir from the best vines in Aÿ are treated to a
short fermentation on skins and then blended with Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier and Chardonnay fermented
in small oak casks as white wine, before ageing for a minimum of five years in bottle. The proportion of Pinot
Noir wine which goes into the blend is very expressive and provides unparalleled characteristic colour and
spice. The resting time of at least five years in Krug’s cellars gives this rosé its subtle bubbles and long-lasting
elegance. An intriguing orange-pink colour, it has a fresh and rosy nose. There’s plenty of fruit on the palate
- raspberry, blackcurrant and hints of orange develop towards honey and citrus fruits. This has a really full
body and a spicy finish that lasts forever. Krug Rosé is a remarkable champagne which encapsulates the same
creative spirit of Krug Grande Cuvée, again surpassing the very notion of vintage.
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Krug Vintage
1996

£399.95

Pure and rapturous, this is unparalleled champagne from an outstanding vintage

1998

£255.95

Krug Clos Du Mesnil Blanc de Blancs
Price each for 12 £249.95

The potential for a Krug vintage champagne is
identified during the blending of Grande Cuvée
and only after the blend has been secured and
all of the reserves earmarked will the wines
displaying the most pronounced character of
the vintage become the vintage champagne.
A year like no other, 1996 married the highest
levels of sugar and acidity in living memory;
the resulting wines are extraordinary in their
concentration, yet perfectly poised in terms
of structural definition. With a seductive
golden colour and a surprisingly forward nose
which combines honey, acacia, brioche and
truffle; it is on the palate that the identity of
the year really starts to sing, with rich notes of
lemon meringue, hazelnut and blackcurrant.
Beneath this the ripe fruit is slumbering; its
ultimate manifestation will herald unparalleled
complexity and profundity. Similar to the ‘88
but we suspect it will, over time, be even better.

The weather in 1998 was classic, very
contrasted, with a particularly hot August - the
hottest since 1962. This was followed by heavy
rain in early September, then dry, mild weather
during harvest. For the House of Krug, a focus
on Chardonnay for this vintage was an obvious
choice, due to the outstanding personality of
the white grapes that year. It has astonishing
purity, precision, elegance and a very long
finish. Expressive aromas of bread, hazelnut
and orange peel develop into flavours of citrus
fruits, dried fruits and gingerbread. This vintage
is known as ‘Hommage au Chardonnay’ as it
is only the second Krug vintage (after 1981)
where Chardonnay dominates. The magnums
are stunning; their evolution slows and it’s like
a little magic is sprinkled, factors come into
play we can’t always explain and what was
always a superbly rich champagne seems even
more developed and complex.

2002

2003

£299.95

Price each for 12 £295.95

Krug doesn’t get better than this; unctuous fruit, good balance and ageing potential

After fourteen years in the cellars, Krug
2002 has finally been created. One of the
greatest vintages Champagne has ever seen,
a consistently warm and generous summer
followed on from an ideal spring of near perfect
flowering. This helped create a harvest at Krug
that was marked by great homogeneity and
superb balance. The vintage has been named
‘Ode to Nature’ to express the music of an
extremely serene and generous year. Krug 2002
is extremely expressive from the opening, with
natural intensity and elegance combining to
create astonishing aromas of fruits. Delicate and
balanced fruits on the palate are emphasised
through honey with hints of smoke and toast.
As expected from an excellent vintage, this has
a wonderfully long and lasting finish.
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Clos du Mesnil is the most famous vineyard in all of Champagne, and one of the finest Chardonnay sites outside
the Grand Cru of Burgundy itself. In the heart of Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, the vines were planted and the protective wall
built in 1698 and the plot achieves less ripeness than other Le Mesnil slopes; perfect for Krug’s long-ageing style.

The second Krug vintage where Chardonnay dominates, this is simply stunning

£196.95

Price each for 12 £191.95

A small vintage, this is an amazingly rich and predominantly Pinot Noir champagne
The 2003 vintage was a full on weather year;
dry winter and spring, premature blooming,
two serious frosts and ending with a summer
of scorching heat. With small yields, healthy
grapes, extremely varied levels of maturity,
over- and under-ripeness; it was Krug’s respect
for the individual expression of every plot
that produced surprisingly fresh, aromatic
and balanced champagnes. Expressive aromas
of citrus, plum, honey and brioche lead the
way towards flavours of fresh summer fruits
and grapefruit along with candied peel, roast
chestnut and apple tart. With fruit, freshness,
balance, expressiveness and finesse, you may
be surprised by Krug 2003. This contains the
grapes that normally go into Clos d’Ambonnay,
which isn’t being released from 2003.

2002

£975.00

A rare Blanc de Blancs from 2002, this is Chardonnay at its best; Krug Clos du Mesnil 2002 is utterly spectacular
The 2002 vintage in Champagne had weather conditions that were ideal for perfect grape growing. Krug’s Clos du Mesnil
plot is no exception to this and a stunning champagne has resulted. Early signs were very promising with a mild winter and
little frost, a spring that was warm and dry and a summer that was long and full of sunshine. All in all, conditions yielded
a large crop with great maturity. In 2002, Chardonnay grapes benefitted from the generous heat and sunshine throughout
the summer. Krug’s Cellar Master, Eric Lebel declared 2002 as one of the best Champagne vintages since 1990 and 1996,
commenting: “It was a year of serenity, when everyone had a smile on their face”. A champagne that on the nose has hints
of pear and orchard fruits, the palate is full of fresh citrus fruits and hints of toasty brioche. A very long and lingering finish
is the perfect end to a perfect champagne. Just 13,278 bottles and 500 magnums of the 2002 vintage have been produced.

Additional vintages online: 2003, 1998

Krug Clos d’Ambonnay Blanc de noirs
In 1991, just two years after Olivier joined Krug, a Clos surrounded by a protective wall since 1766 was discovered in
Ambonnay, Krug’s favourite village and largest source of Pinot Noir. The tiny site of 0.68 hectares was purchased in
1994, the first vintage was produced in 1995 and the Clos was kept an absolute secret until its release in 2007.

2000

£1,795.00

1998

£2,095.00

This is opulent, deluxe and lavishly grandiose; this latest Clos d’Ambonnay has fulfilled its potential exceptionally
Krug’s savoir-faire successfully revealed the fullness and intensity of grapes from this single plot in the year 2000, enhanced
by over 12 years spent in the cellars developing finesse and elegance. Krug Clos d’Ambonnay 2000 celebrates, with the rarest
of champagnes, the unique character of the Pinot Noir grape. Clos d’Ambonnay 2000 has a particularly luminous strawgold colour with a fine stream of bubbles throughout. Its aromas of brioche, caramel and spices lead to a palate rife with a
freshness combined with flavours of caramel and hints of lemon. This latest release of Clos d’Ambonnay has fulfilled the
potential of the grapes from the harvest and is exceptional in taste.
From a single vineyard that was kept secret for years, this is a unique and unparalleled champagne
Clos d’Ambonnay 1998 has an intense golden colour with hints of red tones. Amazing aromas of milky caramel, blackcurrant,
red fruit jam and jellied fruits. On the palate, there are rich notes of wild fruits, brioche and redcurrant enhanced by an
elegant long finish. At nearly 20 years of age, it is still shockingly fresh and lively, with an elegant purity and immense power.

1996/1998/2000 Clos d’Ambonnay Trilogy

£5,995.00

Presented in a beautiful Krug branded wooden oak box, this trilogy of vintages from Krug Clos d’Ambonnay is a truly amazing
opportunity to see how climate influences flavour. Open them all on one evening for the champagne discovery of a lifetime.
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Bottle vs Magnum
is bigger really better?

Cyril presented a series of older vintages of Veuve Clicquot Cave Privée in
standard 75cl bottles alongside the same champagnes aged in magnum. He
also showed Cave Privée 1989 from 75cl bottle and 3L jeroboam.
The results were stunning and whilst we knew very well that champagne
ages better in magnum and jeroboam, the difference we saw was suprisingly
astronomical. The Veuve Clicquot Cave Privée 1982 we tasted was a
particular standout; whilst the bottle was tasting quite mature and showing
signs of oxidation and ageing, the magnum was incredibly youthful, tasting
like a ten year old champagne!
Cyril pointed out that magnums slow down the ageing process as they
hold twice the amount of wine than a standard bottle, but have the same
ullage (the space between the bottom of the cork and the wine’s surface, a
source of trace oxygen); concurrently the magnums have an equal amount
of oxygen exposed to a much greater volume of liquid. According to Cyril,
this reduced exposure to the effects of oxygen (which eventually will turn
wine into vinegar), is the key element to the difference in ageing. He also
added that the pressure in a magnum is slightly higher, although the
difference is ‘marginal’.
Such was the difference between the development of champagne aged in
the different size formats that an idea was born and The Finest Bubble
decided to offer this experience to their customers. In October 2015 with
the help and tasting expertise of Jancis Robinson MW, we held a Bottle vs
Magnum tasting at 67 Pall Mall, London.
The conclusion from the night was that youthful champagnes in 75cl bottle
are often more open and easier to love than the 1.5L magnums, which
are generally ‘tighter’ and ‘toastier’, needing more time to fully express
themselves. With older champagnes however, bottles tend to develop much
faster than magnums, losing some brightness and purity of fruit, whilst
magnums age much slower and develop on a different curve altogether.

W

ine itself may go back many thousands of years, but the
bottle we pour it from is only around three centuries old.
Back when men were men and most wine was low in
alcohol, the 75cl bottle was considered a suitable ration for
one man with dinner; it quickly became the traditional bottle size, and has
remained that way since. However even back then, wineries would show
their products in impressive, oversized bottles and for reasons unbeknown
to man, these bottle sizes were given the names of Biblical figures like the
evil King Nebuchadnezzar and the long-lived Methuselah.
Whilst these really large formats were fun for showing off, a popular
alternative to the 75cl bottle became the 1.5L magnum; aesthetically
pleasing, efficient for pouring and impressive to guests. Whilst the
magnum’s boastful popularity has continued into the modern day
(particularly with the night-club generation of the late twentieth century),
the taste difference between wine aged in bottle and wine aged in magnum
(sparkling wine especially) has been largely forgotten. And the extent to
which this difference manifests itself can sometimes be very surprising...
Back in 2014, The Finest Bubble were invited to an exclusive tasting with
then Assistant Winemaker at Veuve Clicquot, Cyril Brun. Cyril began the
tasting by explaining his preference for champagne aged in magnum and
commented: “People expecting a bit more from a bottle of older vintage
champagne should upgrade to a magnum.” He also added that he ‘loves’
3L jeroboams and proceeded to illustrate the reason for his preference.
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better at preserving the freshness and vibrancy of the wine, so we take the
risk of greater variability.”
But how does closure type apply to magnums? Well, typically Champagne
Houses will elect to age their magnums under the same conditions that
Dom Pérignon age their champagne for P2 and P3 release - using cork
closure. This therefore offers another explanation as to why champagne
aged in magnum so often displays a unique complexity and enhanced
development not seen in the same champagne aged in bottle.
Since our tasting with Cyril in 2014, we have been fortunate to sample
many other older vintages of champagne aged in magnum. Particular
standouts include Charles Heidsieck Brut Millésime 1981 and Moët &
Chandon Grand Vintage Collection 1988. Both were flawless examples
of how champagne retains freshness and develops with much more
complexity when aged in larger formats and stored correctly. Stunningly
youthful, they both still had a lively stream of bubbles, ample freshness
and tons of fruit characteristics – but most of all they were tantalisingly
nervous, still teasing with what they had to offer.
However, if you are going to purchase bottles for ageing - a few words of
caution. As the proportion of exposed wine to unexposed wine decreases
exponentially as the bottle size increases, then surely the jumbo, supersized bottles are best? Well, perhaps not. Magnums are usually the largest
bottles in which champagne is fermented; the larger formats have had
finished champagne decanted into them and therefore contain champagne
that is not as fresh as that found in a magnum, or even a regular bottle.
Further, with very young champagnes, the regular 75cl bottle is the way
to go. Too often in restaurants (and nightclubs especially), you will see

young champagne being poured from magnum. This is in fact detrimental
and the magnums frequently taste fruitless and reticent at such a young
age. Magnums are for laying down and are better at least five years after
disgorgement and when stored correctly will develop for decades.
There are lots of arguments to favour champagne from magnum; there can
be no doubt they age much better and much longer; they are less sensitive
to temperature fluctuations, so the potential for damage due to heat or
cold is decreased; they are aesthetically impressive and are also great for
gifting. Whatever your viewpoint, comparing your favourite champagne
from bottle with magnum is a must-do for any wine lover. Providing they
have been stored correctly and are old enough to display significant age
differences, you will most definitely not be disappointed with what you
discover.
Any magnum of champagne from the incredible 2002 vintage and older
should currently be showing new levels of complexity and development.
Great examples include Dom Ruinart Blanc de Blancs 1998, Krug 1998,
Louis Roederer Cristal 1996 and Taittinger Comtes de Champagne 1998.

Champagne Magnums
Prices and latest availability on our website.

Bollinger La Grande Année 2007, 2005, 2002

Louis Roederer Brut Vintage 2009

Bollinger R.D. 2002, 1996, 1988, 1976

Louis Roederer Cristal 2006, 1996

Bollinger Special Cuvée NV

Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé 2009

Interestingly, the same differences aren’t quite as pronounced in still
wines; champagnes and sparkling wines will age much better and longer
in magnum than any red or white wine. Some hypothesise that this is due
to the carbon dioxide in sparkling wine, proposing that the carbon dioxide
acts as a preservative, helping to keep it fresh. Another important variation
with champagne ageing not to be ignored is the matter of autolysis - a key
component in creating sparkling wine. Autolysis is the gradual breakdown
of yeast cells, known as lees, providing the wine with its bubbles during
second fermentation and it works differently in magnum. Not only can it
take up to four weeks longer, but magnums also have proportionally more
glass surface than bottles, allowing more contact between the lees on the
inside of the bottle and the wine. This results in magnums displaying much
more roundness as the wine ages and crucially, much more complexity.

Dom Pérignon 2006, 2005, 1999

Pol Roger Brut Vintage 2008, 2006, 2004, 2002, 1990

Dom Pérignon Plénitude 2 - P2 1993

Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill 2004, 2002, 1999, 1998

Dom Pérignon Rosé 2004, 2002

Ruinart Blanc de Blancs NV

Dom Ruinart Blanc de Blancs 1998

Ruinart Rosé NV

Gosset Celebris 2004, 2002

Salon Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs 2004, 2002

Krug 2000, 1998

Taittinger Brut Vintage 2009, 2008, 2006

Krug Clos du Mesnil 2003, 2000

Taittinger Comtes de Champagne 2006, 1998

Krug Grande Cuvée NV

Taittinger Comtes de Champagne Rosé 2006

Laurent-Perrier Rosé NV

Veuve Clicquot Cave Privée 1989

One further topic worth considering in any champagne ageing discussion
is the type of closure used during ageing on the lees. Dom Pérignon
winemaker, Vincent Chaperon refers to a difference in the handling of
Dom Pérignon destined for initial vintage release and Dom Pérignon
intended for second or third plénitude release (P2 and P3) - and that is the
choice of closure.

Laurent-Perrier Vintage 2006, 2002

Veuve Clicquot Cave Privée Rosé 1990

All of the champagne for the first release is placed under crown cap closure
(the type you see on a beer bottle) during second fermentation, whereas
the P2 and P3 champagne is sealed with a cork from the beginning.
Explaining the decision, Chaperon commented: “The crown seal is good
for consistency and better for avoiding any off-flavours, but the advantage
of the cork stopper is that we have observed that after 10 years the cork is

Bollinger Special Cuvée NV & La Grande Année 2005

Louis Roederer Brut Premier NV & Cristal 2009

Charles Heidsieck Brut Réserve NV

Pol Roger Réserve NV

Dom Pérignon 2004

Pol Roger Brut Vintage 2004, 2006, 2008

Krug Grande Cuvée NV & Krug 1998

Taittinger Brut Réserve NV & Brut Vintage 2008

Louis Roederer Brut Premier NV

CHAMPAGNE JEROBOAMS

Champagne aged in jeroboam: its evolution slows even more so than a magnum, creating stunningly rich
and complex champagnes that can be utterly mind-blowing... if you are very patient! Prices and latest availability on our website.
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Lanson Extra Age Brut NV
MV

MV

£49.95 Price each for 12 £44.95
Emblematic of the Lanson style, this is a perfect marriage of three exceptional vintages: 2004, 2005 and 2006
Born in 2009, the concept behind the Lanson Extra Age range was to create champagnes that epitomise the traditionally complex and fresh style maintained by the House since 1760 and to respond to a demand for champagne
above the brut non-vintage style, but below the top tier of prestige cuvée. Always an assemblage of three or four
different vintages, the latest range are blends of 2004, 2005 and 2006 reserve wines, with 2006 contributing 50%
of each blend and 2004 and 2005 contributing an additional 25% each. Extra Age champagnes spend at least an
additional five years ageing on the lees in Lanson’s cellars and just 60-100k bottles are produced annually. A vibrant
straw yellow colour, Extra Age Brut NV has a hint of chalky cellar aromas characteristic of many 2004 champagnes.
Lots of lemon richness on the nose and a powerful palate with a slightly chalky element. This has great length on the
finish; a perfect example of how champagne develops new levels of complexity after extended ageing.

Lanson Extra Age Blanc de Blancs NV
£67.95 Price each for 12 £59.95
An exciting and rare blend of pure Chardonnay from the magnificent 2004, 2005 and 2006 vintages
Born in 2009, the concept behind the Lanson Extra Age range was to create champagnes that epitomise the traditionally complex and fresh style maintained by the House since 1760 and to respond to a demand for champagne
above the brut non-vintage style, but below the top tier of prestige cuvée. Always an assemblage of three or four
different vintages, the latest range are blends of 2004, 2005 and 2006 reserve wines, with 2006 contributing 50%
of each blend and 2004 and 2005 contributing an additional 25% each. Extra Age champagnes spend at least an
additional five years ageing on the lees in Lanson’s cellars and just 60-100k bottles are produced annually. Extra Age
Blanc de Blancs has loads of sherbet lemon hints on the nose and a big weight of fruit on the palate. An abundance
of bright apples and ripe lemons are followed through by a good length of flavour. Some nuts and tropical pineapple
notes show on the finish and this has lots of fresh acidity that lingers on and on. It is very juicy and smoky after
time in the glass and the dosage here seems just right. Blanc de Blancs NV is the star of the new Extra Age range.

Lanson Gold Label Brut Vintage
2008

T

he House of Lanson was founded in 1760
by François Delamotte, an influential
character in Reims society. The joint
owner, alongside his wife, of a substantial
vineyard in Aÿ and Cumières, he decided to
found his own Champagne House - one of
the first ever to exist. In 1798, his younger son
Nicolas-Louis Delamotte took over the business.
Having been admitted as a knight of the Order
of Malta at a very young age, he decided to use
the Maltese Cross as the House’s emblem. Now
revised, the Lanson cross has become the icon of
the company.
Jean-Baptiste Lanson, a long-standing friend and
later associate of the Delamottes, gradually began
to play an increasingly important role in the
management of the House. After an agreement
between the two families, he succeeded NicolasLouis Delamotte on the latter’s death and renamed
the business Maison J-B Lanson et Compagnie. In
1855, Victor-Marie Lanson, Jean-Baptiste’s son,
took over the running of the House. The House
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then took the name Lanson Père et Fils. JeanBaptiste worked to develop the business outside
France and particularly in Great Britain. He
signed the first exclusive agent’s contract with the
well-established Percy Fox company in London.
This contract lasted a hundred years and gave the
House a dominant position in Great Britain.
The House developed steadily and won increasing
numbers of admirers among connoisseurs,
including crowned heads - the House of Lanson
has been the official supplier to the British court
since 1900, when Henri Marie Lanson was
awarded the title of ‘Purveyor of Champagne
to Her Majesty’ by Queen Victoria. Later,
Lanson also became the only Champagne of the
principality of Monaco. In recognition of this
honour, the House developed a special design
including Monaco’s symbolic chessboard pattern.
Victor Lanson then took the helm in 1928. He
had a considerable influence on the House’s
history, and would become known as the ‘great

ambassador of Champagne’. In 1937, he wanted
to promote sales of non-vintage dry wine and
decided to name the blend Black Label in honour
of the House’s biggest market, Great Britain.
He was also one of the first to develop rosé
champagne.
Etienne Lanson, one of Victor’s sons, joined the
House alongside his father. He took over in 1967
and decided to conserve vintages in the cellars
to develop a unique wine library, from which
the House still benefits today. In 1972, Jean-Paul
Gandon joined the House and in 1986 became
the winemaker - a role he held for almost three
decades!
In 2013, Hervé Dantan joined the House, working
alongside Jean-Paul Gandon. In 2015, after two
years of sharing and passing on the secrets of
Champagne Lanson’s production, he assumed
the great responsibility of Chef de Cave and has
overseen extensive development at the House in
recent years.

2002

£44.95 Price each for 12 £41.95
A shining example of the stunning 2008 vintage, this expresses the elegance, complexity and freshness of Lanson
The House of Lanson makes the difficult choice to declare vintages only in the years that can be considered truly
exceptional and 2008 was certainly one of those years. The convergence of dry and cool weather led to ideal maturation of the grapes, giving them a rare and exceptional balance of freshness and concentration found only in the
greatest vintages. This is a golden colour with an elegant and complex nose of candied citrus fruits and marzipan
aromas. The initial impact on the palate is dense and fresh with hints of biscuit. Another shining example of the
quality of the 2008 vintage, this champagne expresses all the elegance, complexity and freshness of the Lanson style.

Lanson Noble Cuvée Blanc de Blancs
£119.95

Price each for 12 £112.95

An elegant 2002 Blanc de Blancs full of citrus hints and complex flavours; this will only get better and bettter
With excellent acidity and potential alcohol levels in the grapes (very similar to that seen in the exceptional 1996 vintage),
the 2002 harvest is considered one of the best ever. This Blanc de Blancs from Lanson is no exception; a great pureChardonnay expression of this incredible harvest. It has a vibrant yellow-golden hue with a fine stream of bubbles and
initial aromas of citrus and subtle lime. On the palate the initial tight acidity opens to a bold toasty mid-palate with an
abundance of orchard fruits. This is very complex already and sure to develop further given more ageing.

2006

£164.95

Price each for 12 £159.95

pic

Clos Lanson

Lanson’s first single vineyard Champagne from the spectacular 2006 vintage; just 7,780 bottles were made
When new owners discovered this unique and extraordinary plot in 2006 it was inevitable that a single vineyard
Champagne would be created. Facing temperatures two degrees higher than other vineyards in Reims, this walled plot has
a much riper yield than typical. Clos Lanson 2006 is a pale golden colour with hints of lemon and roasted apples on the
nose. A delicate palate of lemon and ripe fruits leads to a mid-palate of toasted biscuits and vanilla. The length of flavour
is long at the finish and there is so much fruit in this champagne it is difficult to believe it has such little dosage. Just 7,780
bottles have been created and each are individually numbered. A terrific blend from a strong vintage.
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Laurent-Perrier Vintage
2006

£48.95

Price each for 12 £39.95

2002

£89.95

Price each for 6 £85.95

An exceptional champagne; maintaining the Laurent-Perrier style whilst showcasing the characteristics of 2006
The 2006 vintage began with a cold winter, moved into a mild spring and finished with a contrasting summer. Severe
episodes of hail affected several hectares, but the prevailing ripeness was satisfactory. The 2006 Chardonnays were richly
complex, aromatic and well-rounded, offering considerable ageing potential and the Pinot Noirs were expressive and
rich, marked by hints of berry fruit and cherry. Laurent-Perrier Vintage 2006 has a light yellow appearance and a subtle nose of fresh pineapple and dried apricots. The palate is very balanced, with hints of white peach flavour peeking
through. Well-roundedness is the real making of the 2006 vintage and is the key characteristic of this great champagne.

From such a great vintage, this complex, fruity and youthful champagne will continue to improve with time
Initial fruity aromas are matched by an attractive fruity character on the palate. As it evolves in the glass, notes of ripe
fruits and honey shine through. There is a sense of complexity and depth of flavour. Its still-youthful freshness is typical
of the 2002 vintage and the long finish is marked by persistent notes of yellow stone fruits. From such a top notch vintage
there is no rush to drink this champagne, it is starting to show more complexity with age and will continue to improve.

Laurent-Perrier
Ultra Brut NV

NV

I

n 1812 André-Michel Pierlot, a former
cooper and bottler from Aÿ, settled in
Tours-sur-Marne and set up business as a
champagne négociant (merchant). His son who
succeeded him, Alphonse Pierlot, established the
champagne house Le Roy Fils & Pierlot. On his
death in 1881 having no heir he left the House
to his Cellar Master, Eugène Laurent and his
wife Mathilde Emilie Perrier. The house became
known as Eugène Laurent & Co.
Eugène Laurent ensured that his business had the
essential basis for producing great champagnes
by buying several existing houses in Tours-surMarne to build up his own estate. In parallel, he
acquired a number of plots located in the very
best terroirs of Ambonnay, Bouzy, Dizy and
Tours-Sur-Marne. He also excavated 800 metres
of cellars and installed a tasting laboratory, only
to meet a premature, accidental death in 1887.
His widow Mathilde decided to take on the
running of the company herself and renamed the
house Veuve Laurent-Perrier & Co linking her
name with that of her late husband.
Mathilde died in 1925 and her daughter Eugenie
inherited the company facing a huge challenge
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but wanting to keep up the business her mother
had worked so hard for. However in 1939 with
only 12,000 bottles left in the cellars, she sold
the business to Madame Louise Lanson De
Nonancourt, the sister of Champagne producers
Victor and Henry Lanson and her youngest son,
Bernard De Nonancourt inherited the house.
In 1945 when Bernard de Nonancourt returned
from the war, he began an apprenticeship at the
houses of Delamotte and Lanson, learning all he
needed to know about champagne production. By
1949 he was finally ready to take over ownership
of the house which at that time was still called
Veuve Laurent-Perrier. It was changed in 1964 to
Champagne Laurent-Perrier.
Bernard de Nonancourt’s ambition from the
start was to make great quality champagne and
establish the House as one of the main players in
the region. In his 60 years at the helm, Bernard
created the modern day Laurent-Perrier style:
essentially light, fresh and elegant champagnes.
He transformed it into a leading independent
Champagne brand with a global reputation with
success founded on a healthy respect for the
natural world and for people. His philosophy was

‘with quality people and quality products you
cannot fail’.
Prior to 1968, making non-vintage rosé
champagne was virtually unthinkable. It was
in the midst of a cultural revolution that the
visionary Bernard de Nonancourt gave it its
credentials. This daring wine combines real
structure with freshness and a soft, vinous
character.

£47.95

Price each for 12 £39.95

Laurent-Perrier
Grand Siècle NV

NV

£99.95

Price each for 12 £90.95

Laurent-Perrier
Rosé NV

NV

£54.95

Price each for 12 £42.95

Champagne’s best-selling Brut Nature, this zero
dosage has remarkable freshness and purity

A blend of eleven of the region’s most prestigious
Grand Cru villages; this is delicate and refined

Pure Pinot Noir from ten different Crus help make
this the world’s most famous rosé Champagne

Made from 55% Chardonnay and 45% Pinot Noir
from over a dozen Premier Cru villages with an
average rating of 97%, Ultra Brut is custom-crafted
from grapes of high sugar and low acidity. After a
meticulous selection process, only those grapes with
the desired rare characteristics will be allowed into
the composition of Ultra Brut. There is an array of
pear and grapefruit notes with an underlying dash of
citrus flavour. Four years of age add hints of biscuity
complexity. This has lovely freshness for those who
love it ultra dry by itself, otherwise this champagne
expresses itself wonderfully with food.

The current release is a blend of 1997, 1999 and 2002,
produced from grapes from eleven of Champagne’s
most prestigious Grand Crus. The Chardonnays are
from Avize, Chouilly, Cramant and Le Mesnil-surOger; the Pinot Noirs are from Ambonnay, Bouzy,
Louvois, Mailly, Tours-sur-Marne and Verzenay. The
grape juice was fermented in stainless-steel as they
very much believe in keeping the juice away from
oxygen and protecting those floral aromatics. What
you get in the glass is an intense nose with floral hints,
a perfumed and almost rosé character with enticing
notes of Turkish delight. This will live for decades.

Subtle and very fresh on the nose; Cuvée Rosé
Laurent-Perrier contains a basketful of small berry
fruits such as strawberries, raspberries, blackcurrants,
blackberries, redcurrants and black cherries. The
overwhelming sensation is one of freshness and the
taste is like breathing the heady aromas of a freshlypicked basket of berry fruits - a symphony of aromas
with a gently-rounded, tender finish. The result is
outstanding; lovely darker red fruits dominate this
easy to drink rosé. If you can manage not to drink it
and can store it in a cool place for several years, it will
reward your patience.

Cuvée Rosé Laurent-Perrier is made using nearly
a dozen Crus; most of them Grand Cru from the
southern and northern regions of the Montagne
de Reims, including the celebrated Côte de
Bouzy. With a preference for Crus located in
Ambonnay, Bouzy, Louvois, Verzenay, Verzy and
the northern part of Mailly, Bernard’s rosé in its
elegant bottle inspired by the times of French
King Henri IV soon made a worldwide name for
itself, eclipsing his ambitious vision for the house.
Having reached 90 years old, Bernard sadly died
in 2010 and was succeeded by his two daughters
Stéphanie and Alexandra, who today ensure
Laurent-Perrier remains firmly a family owned
Champagne House.
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Louis Roederer Cristal
Cristal is the seminal prestige cuvée champagne, first produced by Louis Roederer for Tsar Alexander II of
Russia in 1876. A blend of Grand Crus from Roederer’s best vineyards, the final product is matured for five
years in the cellars and rests for 12 months post-disgorgement. This is the benchmark for luxury Champagne.

2009

2002

£159.95

Price each for 12 £149.95

£345.00

Price each for 12 £337.95

Complete with a stunning newly designed label, Cristal 2009 has such elegant fruits that are full of energy
A very cold and dry winter lead the way to a mild spring with plenty of sunshine and little rainfall. The summer
months were glorious and this combined with almost no rain in August and September allowed the grapes to gain
a perfect ripeness at harvest time. A golden hue with a fine stream of bubbles as always with Cristal champagne, the
nose has hints of citrus and candied apricots. On the palate, toasted nuttiness and notes of vanilla tease the taste buds
endlessly. This is a champagne full of energy in its youthful stage, but with bundles of potential if left to develop.
The ultimate luxury Champagne; decadent image combined with delectable taste, this 2002 is one of the best
All the exceptional characteristics of the incredible 2002 vintage have been captured perfectly in Cristal 2002. This has
a brilliant yellow colour with light amber highlights and a beautifully fine mousse. The nose is intense and delicate,
revealing a clean and well-blended mixture of flavours of honey, cocoa and lightly toasted hazelnuts. The palate builds
up to attain a delicious sensation of well-balanced harmony of flavours. Louis Roederer Cristal 2002 is probably the
best Cristal vintage ever released. In three words: this is proud, rich and luxurious.

Additional vintages online: 2007, 2006, 2000, 1996

Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé
In 1974, exactly 100 years after the creation of Cristal, Jean-Claude Rouzaud decided to create the
Cristal Rosé cuvée. To achieve this, he selected old-vine Pinot Noir grapes from Roederer’s finest
Grand Cru vineyards in Aÿ, which are now all cultivated according to biodynamic principles.

E

stablished in 1776, Louis Roederer is one
of the last great independent family-run
Champagne Houses. Today it is managed
by CEO Frédéric Rousaud, who is the seventh
generation of the Roederer family. His right
hand-man, Chef de Cave Jean-Baptiste Lécaillon
has been creating stunning wines at Roederer
since 1999. As a winemaker, Jean-Baptiste is very
proud of his craft and declares that Roederer
“don’t blend, we combine”, commenting: “I love
art, and like a great painter we add colour rather
than blending it”.
Being in the enviable position of owning the
majority of their own vineyards, Roederer have
the capactiy to supply 70% of the grapes required
to produce their non-vintage champagnes and
100% for their vintage champagnes; an extreme
rarity in the region today. Experimentation has
led them to create and manage biodynamic
vineyards for nearly ten years and they are
now the largest biodyamic vineyard owners in
Champagne. Although they are not looking
to get certification, the resulting wines have
produced some amazing flavours and created
some wonderful additions to the resultant blends.
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From the beginning Louis Roederer wanted to
create the best Champagne he could and felt that
the way to do that was to own his vineyards, and
not, like most other Houses, buy in grapes from
growers. This strategy led him to acquire some of
the finest land in the region and today it amounts
to some 240 hectares of Grand and Premier Cru
vineyards in the Marne. This belief that great
wine depends on the quality of the soil is still part
of their philosophy today.
Each small parcel is hand-picked and pressed on
the harvest site, then vinified separately so as to
keep the true character intact. Each individual
lot is then tasted several times before blending,
when they are chosen for their unique characters
to create the perfect Roederer style.
In the 1870s, Louis Roederer began exporting his
wines to the USA and Tsar Alexander II of Russia.
The Tsar was a suspicious man and believed his
enemies might try to tamper with his beloved
champagne to get rid of him. He thought that
the traditional Champagne bottle with the punt
at the bottom could perhaps conceal a bomb
and the glass being so dark could camouflage

the addition of poison. So in 1876, the very first
prestige cuvée champagne was created exclusively
for the Tsar and the iconic Cristal was born.
Placed in a unique bottle with a flat base made
from clear crystal, the Tsar was happy that bombs
and poison would not come between him and the
enjoyment of his favourite tipple.

2009

£419.95

2002

£749.95

Price each for 6 £412.95

From a year celebrated for its exceptional summer, this rosé is a masterpiece; a stunning vintage for Pinot Noir
The 2009 vintage was characterisied by the exceptional summer months of August and September, leading to a very
ripe harvest. This champagne has a delicate pink salmon colour with aromas of forest fruits and blackberries. On the
palate, an abundance of cherries and red-berries excite. This rosé is a masterpiece from an amazing year for Pinot Noir.
Voted ‘Supreme World Champion’, this is one of the rarest and most outstanding Champagnes on the market
A beautiful salmon pink colour, this has a marvellous concentration of fruit, typical of the vintage. The exceptional
characteristics of this harvest have been captured here perfectly. Combine the rarity of Cristal Rosé and the outstanding
2002 vintage and this is one unparalleled champagne; very highly acclaimed and increasingly hard to source.

Additional vintages online: 2007, 2006

Cristal is now not just for the Tsar of Russia but
little has changed in terms of how it is produced.
Jean-Baptiste only creates Cristal from the finest
vintages and therefore it is not created every year
and when it is, production is tiny. The blend is
usually 55% Pinot Noir and 45% Chardonnay
from only the best rated sites of Louis Roederer’s
vineyards. Cristal is released after six years ageing
in the Reims cellars and is the benchmark for
luxury champagnes.
For everyday drinking the Louis Roederer Brut
Premier is produced with the same care and
attention to detail. The style is created from eight
different harvests with wine from more than 40
different plots. The final blend is matured for
three years in the cellar and rested for six months
post-disgorgement to perfect maturity.
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Louis Roederer Brut Premier NV
NV

£42.95

Price each for 12 £29.50

Combining eight different vintages, this is the embodiment of the rich Roederer style; a smooth, dependable NV
Brut Premier is a culmination of wine from eight different harvests, utilising all three Champagne grape varieties from
more than 40 different plots. The percentage of reserve wines (matured in oak casks for two to ten years) included in Brut
Premier varies from 10-33% with each new blend. A further 5% of the wines used in Brut Premier are matured in oak
casks and the final blend is matured for three years in the cellar and rested for six months after disgorgement to perfect
maturity. As a consequence of its complex blend, it has all the fruitiness and freshness of youth with the vinosity of a
fully mature wine. The inclusion of reserve wines gives it the complexity and roundness characteristic of Louis Roederer
champagnes. With a smooth, complex palate mingling flavours of apple and pear with blackberries, raspberries and
cherries, this is a structured and elegantly mature wine, lively in the mouth with a confidently balanced palate.

Size

Equivalent bottles

Price

Magnums

1.5L

2 × 75cl

£79.95

Jeroboam

3.0L

4 × 75cl

£189.95

Methuselah

6.0L

8 × 75cl

£425.95

9.0L

12 × 75cl

£835.95

15.0L

20 × 75cl

£1,850.00

Salmanazar
Nebuchadnezzar

Louis Roederer Brut Vintage
2009

£54.95

Price each for 12 £51.95

An intense and lively champagne, full of fruit and freshness that promises serious ageing potential
The 2009 vintage was incomparable in terms of quality and produced consistent fresh and crunchy grapes. This has a
ravishing bouquet on the nose which is generous and deep, dominated by the red fruits that take precedence in this
blend. Raspberries and orchard fruits on the palate combine with soft mineral qualities. With age, this vintage is certain
to develop and increase in structure. “The wines are more Burgundian in character in hot years and are characterised by a
gentle freshness and a pure expression of their terroir” - Jean-Baptiste Lécaillon, Cellar Master at Louis Roederer.

Additional vintages online: 2008, 2007, 2004, 2002

Louis Roederer Brut Nature
2009

£75.95

Price each for 12 £69.95

A discovery in 2003 + four years of fine-tuning led to this champagne: pure, unique, fruity and fresh
The story of Brut Nature began in 2003, an exceptionally sunny year that revelaed for the first time that certain vineyards in the
heart of the hillsides of the Louis Roederer estate had remarkable potential. Moderate yields, a quick harvest and less racking due to
the hot temperatures combined with fermentation in wooden casks produced wines of incredible freshness. This Brut Nature 2009
is only the second production from the House. On the nose, an abundance of sweet flowers and yellow fruits such as peaches and
small hints of nuttiness ensue. On the palate a light and creamy taste combines with more pear and hints of citrus. The freshness is
from the youthful nature of the blend but the flavours are already nicely balanced; this is an outstanding zero dosage champagne.

Additional vintages online: 2006

Louis Roederer Blanc de Blancs
In the heart of the Côte des Blancs, where Chardonnay expresses itself with so much finesse on limestone soils, Louis
Roederer have selected two outstanding Grand Crus (Avize and Le Mesnil-sur-Oger), whose distinctive characteristics allow
the production of oustanding Blanc de Blancs Champagne. This is the favoured cuvée for Roederer family events.

2010

2009
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£79.95

Price each for 12 £74.95

£94.95

Price each for 12 £89.95

From a great vintage for Chardonnay in the Côte des Blancs, this is a powerhouse of fruit that will age very well
A strong summer in the 2010 season was offset by storms and humid conditions in August and September, complicating
ripening at harvest. The Pinot Noirs became fragile, but the Chardonnays on the Côte des Blancs excelled. This is a golden
yellow colour with hints of green. Initially on the nose there is an intense bouquet of plums and mango with hints of citrus
fruits. On the palate a more rounded apple flavour combines with balanced acidity of lemon and vanilla.
An excellent Chardonnay from Grand Cru vineyards with amazing fruit intensity and great maturity
The 2009 harvest experienced a cold winter that led to a late bud-break but was followed by a spring of warm yet wet
conditions. August provided the perfect weather for grape ripening, producing mature fruit all over the region. A golden
yellow full of persistent fine bubbles, this has a nose of candied citrus fruit and subtle hazelnut aromas. On the palate, a
lively fruitiness in addition to brioche and apple notes teases the taste sensations. This Blanc de Blancs 2009 will age well.
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Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill
A tribute to the House’s most illustrious aficionado, the compostion of this prestige cuvée
blend is a family secret. Likely 70-80% Pinot Noir and 20-30% Chardonnay.

2004

£159.95

Price each for 12 £149.95

2002

£184.95

Price each for 12 £179.95

This prestige cuvée from 2004 has very forward fruit, incredible length and refreshing acidity
The grapes are all from Grand Cru vineyards which were under vine during Churchill’s lifetime.
The first days of 2004 began under the snow and in the cold, however the spring remained mild but
dry throughout. August was wet and cool, which affected the maturation of the grapes, however
warmth and sunshine prevailed throughout September and this proved to encourage exceptional
development during harvest. Parcels started to be picked on 18th September when the grapes were
extremely healthy and sunshine was prevalent throughout the rest of this record harvest which
finished on 2nd October. The champagne displays a deep golden-yellow colour. Its intense and
complex aromas on the nose are full of dried fruit, toasted almond and honey. A sensational palate
of full-bodied structure is well-balanced with refreshing acidity and flavours of peach, nectarines,
plum and citrus. The length on the finish is excellent, with added taste of pear lingering long after.
Another amazing 2002; youthful, powerful and rich in structure, this is a very scarce vintage
The exact composition of this cuvée is a family secret but it is likely that Pinot Noir dominates
70-80% of the blend with the rest being Chardonnay. The grapes are all from Grand Cru vineyards
which were under vine during Churchill’s lifetime. Second fermentation takes place in the coolest
Pol Roger cellars some 33 metres below ground level where it’s 9°C, a considerable 2-3°C below
the temperature of other champagne cellars. The cooler cellars slow down the bottle fermentation
which ultimately produces a champagne with finer bubbles for which cuvée Sir Winston Churchill
is renowned. The 2002 was a fantastic vintage, the best since 1996, characterised by remarkable
levels of ripeness and a good level of acidity; shown here with an abundance of fruit and added
complexity. The champagne displays an intense golden-yellow hue and a lively stream of bubbles.
Aromas of freshly squeezed lime are reinforced on the palate, boasting the powerful, rich structure
that Churchill so loved. Given its youth the wine still holds a lot in reserve but it has a masculine
structure and phenomenal length. The only downside with this vintage from Pol Roger is that they
selected much less than normal to go into this cuvée, thus it is now a very scarce champagne.

Additional vintages online: 2000, 1999, 1998, 1996

C

hampagne Pol Roger has been producing
exceptional Champagne for over 165
years. To this day the House remains
small, family-owned, fiercely independent and
unrivalled in its reputation for quality. Indeed, it
is this quality which brought about Sir Winston
Churchill’s lifelong attachment to Champagne
Pol Roger, who famously insisted: “In defeat I
need it, in victory I deserve it”.
The first sale of wine was in January 1849 when
family circumstances forced Pol Roger to set up
a business; his father had contracted an incurable
disease and could no longer carry on his practice.
The customer was a merchant in Aÿ, the native
village of Pol Roger. The firm developed rapidly,
moving to Épernay from Aÿ in 1851.
In 1899 the founder died, by which point the
brand had acquired enviable recognition for
just a short fifty years of trading. However, in
February 1900 disaster struck when part of the
cellars and winery building collapsed, destroying
over 500 casks and one and a half million bottles.
Maurice and George, who had taken over from
their father, had to work tirelessly to get the
company back on track.
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Maison Pol Roger now owns 91 hectares of
vineyards on prime sites in the Vallée de la
Marne, the Montagne de Reims and the Côte
des Blancs and is 55% self-sufficient in its grape
requirements. The cellars run for 7km and are
on three levels, the deepest known as the ‘cave de
prise de mousse’ at 34m below street level. As the
name suggests this is where the wine undergoes
its secondary fermentation in bottle. The fact that
this deep cellar is at a natural temperature of 9°C
or less, rather than a normal cellar temperature
of 11-12°C, prolongs this fermentation and
contributes to the quality and particular style of
the champagnes and their famously fine bubbles.
The Pol Roger range starts with a non-vintage
Brut Réserve and the rest of the champagnes
are vintage-dated: Brut Vintage, Brut Rosé and
Blanc de Blancs as well as their prestige cuvée Sir
Winston Churchill.
Great Britain is, and always has been, the premier
export market for Champagne Pol Roger, a
tradition dating back to the 1860’s. Even as early
as 1855, Pol Roger was making Brut Champagne
as he knew that Britain favoured this style of
sparkling wine.

Sir Winston Churchill’s predilection for Pol Roger
was sealed in the immediate aftermath of World
War Two, when he met and formed a lasting
friendship with the captivating Odette Pol-Roger,
who encapsulated Churchill’s romantic vision
of France. For the remainder of his lifetime, Pol
Roger was to remain Sir Winston’s champagne
of choice, supplied to wherever his engagements
demanded from what he described as “the
world’s most drinkable address”: 44 Avenue de
Champagne, Épernay. The friendship between
the Churchill and Pol Roger families endures to
this day.
Created in tribute to Pol Roger’s most illustrious
devotee, the prestige cuvée Sir Winston Churchill
is appropriately composed of only the best
grapes, from only the best vineyard sites to
which Pol Roger have access and from only the
finest vintage years declared by the House. As Sir
Winston himself once declared: “My tastes are
simple. I am easily satisfied with the best!” The
precise formula is a family secret, but invariably
is true to the style that Sir Winston himself
preferred: robust, full-flavoured and mature. We
suspect Pinor Noir dominates most releases, with
20-30% Chardonnay completing the blend.
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2008

£74.95

Pol Roger Vintage
Price each for 12 £69.95

Exceptionally refined, this 2008 will develop into something magnificent
Produced only in limited quantities using the
traditional house blend from twenty Grand and
Premier Cru vineyards, Brut Vintage 2008 was
aged for nine years in the cellars before being
disgorged and released. The month of May was
the turning point for the exceptional 2008 season
as the sun began to shine and the heat intensified.
September was excellent for the grapes and this
was sustained throughout the harvest to picking.
Incredible grapes were produced with amazing
acidity and balance. On the nose, this 2008 vintage
is focused with hints of spice. On the palate, toasted
notes give way to a rounded depth of delicious
fruits with perfect acidity and a long-lasting finish
of apples. A vintage that has been compared to
the exceptional 2002, given time this will be even
more rewarding on the palate. Outstanding!

NV

£42.95

Pol Roger Réserve NV
Price each for 12 £31.95

Equal grape varieties and 20% reserve wines; this is a perfect refreshing apéritif
Brut Réserve is blended from 30 still base wines
from different vineyards, different vintages and
the three main grape varieties which dominate the
Champagne region: Pinot Noir contributes body,
depth of character and life-extending tannins and
comes from the villages of the Montagne de Reims
(Ambonnay, Louvois, Mailly, Mardeuil, Verzy and
Verzenay); Chardonnay provides the lightness,
elegance and finesse and is drawn from Épernay
itself and the villages of the Côte des Blancs
(Chouilly, Cuis, Oiry, Oger, Moussy and Vertus);
and Pinot Meunier supplies youthful freshness
and plump character. On the nose, this champagne
is dominated by green apple and brioche. On the
palate there is a certain nuttiness and a hint of
honey supporting the freshness of the acidity: this
is the perfect apéritif champagne. Cellaring for a
few more years will reveal even greater depths.

2008

£70.95

Rosé Champagne - How is it Created?

Pol Roger Rosé

Price each for 12 £66.95

An elegant and youthful rosé from an exceptional year bursting with red fruits
After a variable summer with storms in July
and limited sunshine in August, near perfect
conditions prior to harvest on 15th September
produced grapes of exceptional quality and
development. In order to obtain the delicate colour
and subtle nose of their vintage rosé, Pol Roger
ferment and add 15% Pinot Noir from selected
vineyards in Ambonnay, Bouzy and Cumières
to their blend prior to second fermentation.
What results is a champagne with a bright pink
colour and a stream of fine bubbles. On the nose,
aromas of raspberry and redcurrant continue
through to the palate bursting with red fruits
and hints of citrus. A fine balance and structure
persist long through to the ever-lasting finish.
Still very youthful, this is an excellent rosé from
a vintage that is already showing great promise.

2008

Pol Roger Blanc de Blancs

£75.95

Price each for 12 £69.95

This 100% Chardonnay from 2008 is elegant and alluring with amazing depth
Following some frost in December, the beginning
of 2008 was marked by mild and humid weather
conditions. Good temperatures in May rapidly
boosted growth. The summer months were
characterised by extremely variable weather.
The véraison (changing of colour and onset of
ripening) started in early August and by this point,
the conditions in the vineyard were outstanding.
September brought excellent weather, the grapes
were healthy and the sugar/acidity balance perfect.
This youthful champagne is pale yellow-gold and
still quite restrained on first impression, with
those early signs of Chardonnay richness waiting
to burst out. Slightly more giving on the palate
with some of that creamy full-bodied character
already starting to show. Great now, but give this
champagne some time and it’s going to develop
and open up magnificently.

C

onsumers have been drinking more
pink champagne this century than
at any other time in history and so
we turn the spotlight onto how it is
made and what to look for when choosing your
favourite. With rosé in 2014 at 8.4% of total
Champagne shipments, a number that has been
steadily growing for the last ten years, it seems we
love our rosé in the UK. We take the view that
a rosé is best when there are distinct red fruit
characteristics and not just colour, since many
are barely pink and taste like ‘white’ champagnes.
In fact, past blind tastings have shown trade
and consumers alike are sometimes unable to
distinguish between rosé and white champagne
on taste and smell alone. So at The Finest Bubble,
we have decided to pick a small range of rosé’s that
have enough character from the Pinot Noir and
Pinot Meunier grapes to make them distinctly
different to their blanc siblings.
When making ‘white’ champagne, producers
have to press the dark-skinned grapes carefully
so as to minimise colour coming from the skins,
as they want the aromas and flavours these black
grapes bring, but not the colour. When making
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red wine, the colour is extracted by prolonged
contact with the skins during fermentation. When
making rosé still wine it is the same process but
for a much shorter period on the skins. In rosé
champagne, winemakers want the colour as well
as the aromas and flavours of the Pinot grapes
and this is typically achieved by adding red wine.
Rosé champagne is made as if it were a blanc
champagne and then after its first fermentation
the red wine, typically 15-18%, is added to the
blend (assemblage) prior to its bottling. The
bottles then go off to rest in the cool chalk cellars
(9-13°C) for the second, in bottle fermentation to
slowly take place. The winemaker might prefer
a rosé champagne with a hint of influence from
the red wine, or alternatively a champagne that
will be distinctly different to the blanc version,
expressing red wine characteristics.
Laurent-Perrier are one of a few Champagne
Houses who are an exception in rosé champagne
production, since they make their rosé by
fermenting the Pinot grapes with the juice. The
Pinot Noir grapes are de-stemmed and hand
sorted and the berries are then macerated for 12-

72 hours, depending on fruit ripeness, until the
colour is fixed and the aroma resembles freshly
picked raspberries. The timing is so crucial,
legend has it that the first Chef de Cave, Edouard
Leclerc, slept by the tank to stop it just in time!
Some years, a portion of the juice is drawn
off during the first 24 hours using the ‘saignée
method’ to further concentrate colour. LaurentPerrier’s final blend is predominantly one vintage
with a small amount of reserve wines.
From the other rosé champagnes in our range,
newly released Pol Roger 2008 and Charles
Heidsieck 2006 are great examples of rich and full
bodied rosés, both offering great value for money.
Once into the heady world of prestige cuvée rosé,
then it is all back to which house style you prefer.
Dom Ruinart Rosé 2002 and Louis Roederer
Cristal Rosé 2009 are standout examples, both
very elegant with plenty of intriguing red fruit
personality. We also list seven vintages of Dom
Pérignon Rosé, a champagne we definitely prefer
further along its path of maturity, although Dom
Pérignon Rosé 2002 is showing luxuriously
decadent at present: a top vintage and a top rosé!
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Dom Ruinart Blanc de Blancs
Ruinart’s prestige cuvée, Dom Ruinart Blanc de Blancs is a Grand Cru Chardonnay predominantly from
the Côte des Blancs, showcasing all the finesse, freshness and elegance for which the House is famous.

T

he House of Ruinart is unlike any other and
was the very first established Champagne
House, founded on 1st September 1729 by
Nicolas Ruinart. Nicolas started in the linen trade
and it became his tradition to present his customers
with champagne as a token of goodwill, but it was so
well appreciated that eventually his trade in linen was
replace by a business in Champagne.
His uncle, a learned Benedictine monk called Dom
Thierry Ruinart who was a friend and confidant of
Dom Pérignon, had incredible insight. He foretold that
this new ‘wine with bubbles’, developed in his native
region of Champagne and which the royal courts of
Europe adored, was destined for a bright future.

2006

£119.95

Price each for 12 £110.95

2002

£139.95

Price each for 12 £134.95

Grand Cru Chardonnay with rich fruit and good balancing acidity; this has great ageing potential
The 2006 vintage can be summed up as a very cold winter and a very hot summer. Due to the ripeness of the
grapes, this vintage has the lowest dosage of its predecessors at 4.5 g/l. A pale yellow colour with green reflections
that on the nose presents a very fresh and fruity note and an abundance of lemon and nectarines. On the palate, a
toasted brioche flavour gives way to an elegance of citrus and natural sweetness with plenty of refreshing acidity.
Pure Chardonnay, this reflects the grape’s persona; fresh, elegant finesse from a legendary vintage
The 2002 vintage was characterised by mild, dry weather. The late sunny weather allowed the grapes to ripen in
excellent condition with very good acidity levels, yielding the best balance since the superb 1996 vintage. A vibrant,
clear yellow colour with aromas of fresh plums and pears. The freshness of citrus and tropical fruit culminates in
the mouth and the result is a champagne with focused purity of exceptional length, harmony and elegance. This is
one of the finest Blanc de Blancs champagnes on the market from one of the best champagne vintages ever.

Additional vintages online: 2004, 1998

Dom Ruinart Rosé
Created in 1966, this exceptional prestige cuvée rosé is true to the Ruinart style: predominantly
Chardonnay from the Côte des Blancs with a dash of Pinot Noir from the Montagne de Reims.

The House of Ruinart’s chalk mines are like
underground cathedrals. Classified as a historical
monument in 1931, these grandiose cellars were dug
by hand and their numerous tunnels criss-cross over a
length of more than eight kilometres. Luminous white,
these chalk mines spread over three levels offer a total
absence of vibrations and a constant temperature and
hygrometry: ideal conditions for the fermentation and
maturation of Ruinart cuvées.
Driven by a constant quest for excellence, the House
selected Chardonnay, a rare and fragile grape variety,
as the common thread for all of its cuvées. The
champagnes are exquisite and of exceptional quality
but this Champagne House remains very much a
name that is known mainly to the trade - at the loss
of consumers who are missing something truly special!

2004

£229.95

Price each for 12 £224.95

2002

£239.95

Price each for 12 £234.95

A delicate rosé with a creamy texture that encapsulates the style of Dom Ruinart Rosé
A blend of 81% Grand Cru Chardonnay and 19% Pinot Noir red wine. This has a pink colour with coppery
reflections. A nose of well-balanced aromatic combinations of red fruits and strawberries is complemented by a
crisp palate with an opulence of red fruits and oranges, staying fresh all the way through to the lingering finish.
Ruinart’s prestige rosé coupled with the perfect 2002 vintage results in a seriously impressive champagne
The primary aroma of this vintage champagne is surprisingly intense and complex with notes of exotic fruits like
guava and orange, blueberry and truffle. The richness of the 2002 vintage boasts exceptional depth on the palate
and offers a fine fruity and spicy aromatic range. The Chardonnay emerges simultaneously as round, precise and
subtle. Longer ageing in the cellars will rank this amongst the greatest Dom Ruinart Rosé vintages ever made.

Ruinart Blanc de Blancs NV
NV

£58.95

Price each for 12 £44.95

Impressive Chardonnay from Ruinart, this is incredibly light and refereshing; the perfect apéritif
Ruinart Blanc de Blancs is made primarily with grapes from Premier Crus located in the Côte des Blancs and Montagne
de Reims terriors. The blend is formed of 100% Chardonnay grapes from various years (20-25% of which are reserve
wines from the previous two years). A pale yellow-golden hue with slight luminous qualities. On the nose, fresh ripe
fruits are ever-present, leading to a floral palate combined with peaches and hints of pineapple. This well-rounded elegant
champagne leaves hints of citrus fruits throughout to the long-lasting finish. One of the best non-vintage champagnes.

NV
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£54.95

Price each for 12 £49.95

Ruinart Rosé NV

Extremely fresh rosé champagne, delicately pink and with an abundance of raspberry and strawberry flavour
Ruinart Rosé is blended from a base of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, with most of the grapes sourced from Premier Crus
and a 20% to 25% reserve wine content from the previous two years. The 45% Chardonnay in the blend originates from
the Côte des Blancs and Montagne de Reims and the 55% Pinot Noir from the Montagne de Reims and Vallée de la
Marne. Of the Pinot Noir some 10% is fermented separately to make red wine and this is added back to the blend before
the second fermentation. Delicate pink in colour with slight orange reflections. On the nose, this is fresh and has hints of
tropical fruits and strawberries and when you taste it you get a full palate of wild berries including raspberries, cherries
and strawberries. This is a rewarding rosé champagne with an abundance of fresh fruits and balanced acidity.
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Champagne Tasting Review - Prestige Cuvées from 2002
Hosted by Jancis Robinson MW, 11th October 2016

W

e host some thrilling tastings if we may say so ourselves, but
we were particularly excited about this event last October.
Lining up all the best 2002 prestige cuvée champagnes was
no easy (or cost effective!) task and offering consumers the
opportunity to taste and compare them blind was quite the experience.
The format was to taste everything blind in pairs, with Jancis Robinson
MW sharing her thoughts on each and giving us a steer as to what champagnes she thought they were. Encouraging everyone to give it a go, we
also had live voting with guests scoring the champagnes and guessing their
identity on their smartphones. With just over 50 attendees and 34 live voting, we had a varied sample, from press to trade and champagne fanatics.

First, Second & Third Flights: We had asked for the Blanc de Blancs to be
served first (some six of the fifteen champagnes), so the first three flights
were all pure Chardonnay wines - the only clue we, Jancis or any of the
guests had as to their identity. It quickly emerged how difficult the task of
distinguishing between champagnes of such class was going to be. Live voting for the first pair showed a clear margin: many believed them (incorrrectly) to be Philipponnat Clos des Goisses and Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque
Blanc de Blancs, with Jancis also failing to pinpoint them.
The second pair however was a real contrast, with Jancis immediately identifying these two as Taittinger Comtes de Champagne and Jacques Selosse.
Audience opinion was quite varied this time, although discussion in the
room was focused on spotting those key house identifiers. By the time the
third pair were served, it appeared many palates had sufficiently warmed
up, as deductions began to show more promise. However, a rare and unfortunate bad bottle of Salon spoiled most chances of correct identification.
Fourth & Fifth Flights: With only the Blanc de Blancs down, we still had
nine champagnes left to taste. The fourth flight confused most, as a pattern of voting for Pommery Cuvée Louise when unsure started to emerge.
Champagne eight turned out to be the wildcard: Pol Roger Brut Vintage.
Served from magnum, this was the only non-prestige cuvée in the tasting
and placed fourth overall, proving that you don’t always have to pay the
big bucks for exceedingly high quality. A great showing from Pol Roger.
Almost no-one correctly identified the fifth pair, which transpired to be
Gosset Celebris and Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill.
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Sixth & Seventh Flights: The voting for champagne eleven was split between Bollinger and Philipponnat, and this time the majority were right!
Interestingly champagne twelve had the room divided, although all agreed
on one thing: it tasted sublime. One of the best in the line-up, the newly
released Krug 2002 left many mesmerised with its poweful layers of fruit.
With just three champagnes left you may think the last flight would all be
easy to spot, but that wasn’t the case. Although Bollinger showed amazing
structure as per, the Cristal was slightly more reserved than we recalled.
Overall, this was a hugely successful evening and a unique experience.
Whilst proving how very hard it is (even for the most qualified!) to identify great champagnes when lined up alongside each other, the tasting reinforced how spectacular the 2002s are, and they will continue to develop.
Inspiration for our next tasting was provided by the the sterling performance of the non-prestige cuvée Pol Roger. As such, our next standout
tasting event will compare prestige cuvées with their vintage counterparts.
As always, Jancis Robinson MW will be hosting. Full details are on Page 47.
Whilst ranking champagnes of this stature seems somewhat unnecessary
(they are all utterly stunning 2002s), they are presented below in order of
their average score on the evening, alongside their serving number.
Champagne		 Average Score
Order Served
Bollinger R.D.		18.2/20		15		
Krug			17.9/20		12
Taittinger Comtes		17.8/20		3		
Pol Roger Brut Vintage (1.5L) 17.7/20		
8		
Gosset Celebris		17.6/20		9
Philipponnat Clos des Goisses 17.5/20		
11		
Pommery Cuvée Louise
17.3/20		
14
Louis Roederer Cristal
17.3/20		
13		
Lanson Noble Cuvée		
17.2/20		
5
Pol Roger Winston Churchill 17.0/20		
10
Dom Ruinart Blanc de Blancs 17.0/20		
2
Dom Pérignon		17.0/20		7
Jacques Selosse		16.9/20		4
Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque
16.8/20		
1
Salon Le Mesnil		
16.7/20		
6

S

imply put, it is a grand vin... with bubbles!
Salon is one of the most intriguing and
mysterious names in Champagne. It is also
a most unusual wine: there is only one cuvée,
it is produced only in exceptional years (there
were only 37 releases in the entirety of the 20th
century), it is made only from Chardonnay and it
is sourced only from vineyards of the Grand Cru,
Le Mesnil-sur-Oger. It is a rare and luxurious
Champagne, and new releases are always keenly
anticipated with an average of only 60,000 bottles
produced each vintage.
Early in the 20th century, Eugène-Aimé Salon,
a wealthy businessman working in the fur
trade in Paris, returned to his family’s roots in
Champagne. His vision was to make a champagne
like no other from the region and purely
from Chardonnay grapes grown in Le Mesnil.
Arguably, this was the first ever ‘Blanc de Blancs’
Champagne. Imagining a wine purely for his own
pleasure, it began life as a hobby and he only
made tiny quantities to consume with friends
and family. After testing the waters with the 1905

vintage, Salon went full steam ahead in 1911,
when Eugène bought a one-hectare vineyard in
Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and officially created the
Champagne House. He built a large mansion to
throw lavish parties, but in fact the house was
barely used, as Eugène’s focus remained firmly on
his profitable fur business and his political career
in Paris.
For his ‘hobby’ Eugène had been advised by his
brother-in-law, a local winemaker, that the grapes
from Le Mesnil were very high in acidity which
resulted in powerful, very linear wines with
great ageability. The grapes in Le Mesnil were
Chardonnay, which at the time were considered
less important than Pinot Noir in the production
of Champagne. The common belief was that
Chardonnay alone did not have enough body and
structure to make well-balanced and high-quality
champagnes.
But, believing the wines could open up and
impress if given enough time to develop; Eugène
decided to let them age for a minimum of 10

years. His 1911 “Grand Vin Nature du Mesnil”
thus became the very first Blanc de Blancs
Champagne.
The house was headed by Eugène Aimé Salon
until his death in 1943, when it passed to his sister
Annie and nephew Marcel-Guillaume, who cared
little for the wine business. They struggled along
for the next 20 years and left the Chef de Cave
to do his own thing. In 1963, the family sold the
company to Dubonet-Cinzano, who showed little
interest in developing the Champagne brand.
Things changed for the better in 1988, when
Laurent-Perrier purchased Salon. Today, Salon
exports 95% of its production. It was not imported
into the United States until 1983. Remarking on
the high price tag, the New York Times wrote:
“Salon is likely to remain mostly invisible to the
public; its appeal would seem to lie with those
who fancy stratosphere-level wines.”
Didier Depond was appointed President of Salon
in 1997 and remains director today.

Salon Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs
Champagne Salon is a story of the singular. One wine of one variety from one vintage, sourced from one
region and one village, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger. This is Champagne’s first, and possibly best, Blanc de Blancs.

2004

£354.95

Price each for 12 £349.95

2002

£365.00

Price each for 12 £360.00

Salon has once again mastered a small production 2004 vintage; this is already seriously elegant with expressive fruit
A hot and sunny September allowed grapes to develop a near perfect ripeness in the 2005 season. On the nose, this has
hints of jasmine and an immediate freshness that continues on the palate with plenty of fruits and pear character. Brioche
notes then combine with a creamy mousse in the mouth leading to a lengthy finish. This is drinking well now but has a
great capacity to age and improve. Rare even by Salon’s standards, just 42,000 bottles of 2004 have been produced.
One of the most highly acclaimed champagnes from 2002, this has it all; sublime, elegant and utterly delicious!
“The 2002 vintage is one of the best vintages we have ever produced in Champagne,” said Didier Depond, President of
Salon. “We continue to produce in small volume – only 62,000 bottles have been made of Salon 2002.” It is mellow golden
in colour with a delicate yet lively nose. On the palate, orange and candied citrus fruits support a beautiful mouth-feel
which is simultaneously rich and restrained. The complexity of the aromas and flavours are almost precision-engineered.
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Taittinger Comtes de Champagne
All the grapes used in Taittinger’s famous prestige cuvée, Comtes de Champagne are grown in the 100% rated
Grand Cru vineyards of Avize, Chouilly, Cramant, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and Oger. Only made from Chardonnay
and in vintages of exceptional quality, 5% of the wines have aged for 4 months in oak barrels.

T

his Champagne House was originally established by
Jacques Fourneaux under his own name in 1743, making
it the third oldest Champagne House in existence.
Jacques came from a family of important vineyard owners and
was succeeded by his son Jerome who was the advisor to the
young widowed Nicole-Barbe Clicquot. Jerome blended all the
Veuve Clicquot wines between 1805 and 1810.
There is little to say about the formative years which were
uneventful compared to the great success of the post-war period.
Purchased in 1932 by Pierre Taittinger, he went about changing
the name to Taittinger Mailly & Cie and started purchasing a
great number of vineyards whilst the economy was depressed
and land was going cheap.
Pierre had spent much time in the Champagne region when
serving in the First World War as a young cavalry officer.
Stationed at the Château de la Marquetterie, he fell in love with
this remarkable property whose name came from the history of
cultivating alternating plots of black and white grapes and the
Château was one of his most revered purchases. Taittinger’s
home is situated above miles of chalk tunnels and fourth century
Roman cellars once belonging to the Benedictine monks of the
Abbey of St Nicaise and are perfect for the slow ageing process
required for great champagnes.
Owning some 288 hectares of vineyards in the best localities
of Champagne makes Taittinger the second largest domaine
owner in the region. The most famous of these are the vineyards
surrounding Château de la Marquetterie and parcels in the
prestigious Côte des Blancs. This ensures a regular supply of
approximately 50% of Taittinger’s annual needs, significantly
more than other well-known Champagne Houses. The
remaining 50% are purchased from carefully selected growers,
some of whose links go back four generations. As quality is of
paramount importance, Taittinger only use grapes from the
finest vineyards in Champagne and impressively rank in the top
two major Champagne Houses in terms of self-sufficient supply.

2006

£99.95

2004

£119.95

Price each for 12 £89.95

Exceptionally pure expression of Chardonnay, this is a rival and ‘twin’ to the fabulous 2002!
The more expressions of the 2006 vintage we taste, the more we are coming to view it as one of the best; second only to
2002, it is surely one of the vintages of the decade. Light and refreshing, this is at once intriguing on the nose, with mature
notes of ripe fruit and raisin. Well-balanced on the palate with incredible complexity, its dosage of 9 g/l is evident in its
full-bodied yet sweet richness. This is an exceptionally pure expression of Chardonnay, one of the best Comtes ever made.
Price each for 12 £114.95

The soft and late 2004 summer ensure this Comtes remains young but guarantees finesse
High sugar levels and good quality fruit made 2004 a very good year for Champagne. This has a rich, enticing aroma of
hazelnut with flavours of pastry, poached apple, honey and ginger in the mouth. Complex and well-knit, this has a racy
endurance. Comtes 2004 reveals the full ageing potential typical of the great Chardonnays from the Côte des Blancs.

2002 £245.95

Price each for 12 £239.95

Comtes 2002 is a vivid fusion of Chardonnay, a very drinkable champagne that will last for a very long time
Comtes 2002 has a pale, golden-yellow colour with a fresh nose opening onto grilled toasty notes. The palate is expressive
and powerful, dominated by the citrus fruit from the vintage, with more delicate hints of grapefruit and sweet liquorice
showing after time in the glass. This is the most arresting Comtes de Champagne blend since 1996; fresh, lively, drinkable
and packed full of deliciously ripe fruit, this champagne has a very long future ahead of it.

Additional vintages online: 2005, 1998

Taittinger Comtes de Champagne Rosé
Taittinger’s prestige cuvée rosé is made from Grand Cru Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. A percentage of the Pinot
Noir is vinified into a still red wine and added to the base wine, giving it a striking and enticing rosewood colour.

2006

£165.00

Price each for 12 £159.95

A prestige rosé with bundles of fruits and complexity from an exceptional vintage; 2006 was a great year for Taittinger
Comtes de Champagne Rosé 2006 is a blend of 70% Pinot Noir and 30% Chardonnay all from Grand Crus and 12% Pinot
Noir red wine from the village of Bouzy. On the nose, this has bursts of strawberries, morello cherries and blackcurrants.
Very expressive on the palate with more blackcurrant flavours and a hint of pear. The mid-palate contains a tannin
tartness that leads to a magnificent finish that lingers. Ideal for fruit desserts or as a rosé apéritif, this is a great champagne.

The hallmark of Champagne Taittinger is the high percentage of
Chardonnay used in their winemaking which can be anything
from 40% in the Brut Réserve non-vintage to 100% in the
prestige cuvée Comtes de Champagne Blanc de Blancs. This
Chardonnay dominance provides a style of elegance, delicacy
and finesse which is recognised worldwide and has earned the
House many accolades and awards over the years.
All the Chardonnay grapes used in Comtes de Champagne Blanc
de Blancs originate from the 100% rated Grand Cru vineyards of
Avize, Chouilly, Cramant, Le Mesnil-Sur-Oger and Oger in the
Côte des Blancs. Vineyard procurement is the role of Managing
Director, Damien Le Sueur, the vineyards are then managed
under the watchful eye of Vincent Collard, Taittinger’s highly
regarded vineyard manager and the champagnes are made by
long-standing Taittinger Chef de Cave, Loïc Dupont.
Today, the Reims-based House is headed by Pierre’s son, PierreEmmanual Taittinger. Grandson Clovis and granddaughter
Vitalie are also both actively involved in the day-to-day running
of this thriving family-run Champagne House.
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Taittinger Brut Réserve NV
NV

£40.95

Price each for 12 £29.95

With 40% Chardonnay and four years ageing, this champagne has wonderful lightness and elegance
The hallmark of Taittinger Champagne is the high percentage of Chardonnay used in the winemaking which amounts to
anything from 40% in the non-vintage to 100% in the prestige cuvée Comtes de Champagne. The Chardonnay dominance
provides for a style of elegance, delicacy and finesse which is recognised worldwide and has earned the House many
accolades and awards over the years. Brut Réserve is renowned for its golden colour with a consistent, fine lingering
mousse. The nose is light and delicate with hints of peach and brioche. On the palate it has considerable depth, yet is quite
light in style with a subtle elegance and a long, fresh finish. Produced each year from 95% first pressings of approximately
40% Chardonnay, 35% Pinot Noir amd 25% Pinot Meunier, this is the definitive cuvée of Champagne Taittinger. Each
year the blend includes a proportion of reserve wine to ensure consistency in the House style. Prior to release the Brut
Réserve is aged for 3-4 years giving the wine depth whilst allowing the component parts to become fully integrated.

Taittinger Brut Vintage
As quality is of paramount importance, Taittinger use only grapes from the finest vineyards in
Champagne. Their vintage champagnes are consequently fresh, rich and full of ripe fruit characteristics.

2009

2008

£45.00

Price each for 12 £39.95

A new release from Taittinger, this vintage has an abundance of citrus flavour and typifies the House style
A pale yellow colour with a constant fine stream of bubbles. Initially on the nose there are yeasty bread aromas that give
way to a sweeter fruity scent. On the palate, hints of lemon and mandarin lead to honey notes. The finish is exceptionally
long and generous with an abundance of more fresh and rich fruits. A great example from 2009, this will age very well.

£64.95

Price each for 12 £59.95

A vintage full of ageing potential, this is another excellent champagne from 2008 with an abundance of ripe fruits
On the nose, yeasty bread aromas combine with an abundance of rich and ripe fruit notes. The palate is full of lemon and
mandarin flavour, with a freshness that continues throughout to the long-lasting and complex finish. This should drink
well for the next decade or so and if this is anything to go by, the 2008 Comtes is shaping up to be epic.

Additional vintages online: 2006, 2002

Prestige Cuvée vs Vintage Champagne Tasting
Hosted by Jancis Robinson MW
Wednesday 11th October, 2017
18:30 to 21:30
67 Pall Mall, St James’s, London, SW1Y 5ES

Guests are invited to taste eight pairs of Prestige Cuvée
and Vintage Champagnes from the same house under
the direction of Jancis Robinson MW, the world’s
leading wine journalist, author, presenter and critic.
The splendour of prestige cuvées is no secret, but their
vintage counterparts can be somewhat overlooked
in comparison. Tasted blind alongside each other in
the past, we have been surprised at how well vintage
champagnes have performed; so we decided to give
them a chance to prove what they’re worth! Simply
comparing the two will be a remarkable discovery, but
to add another layer of intrigue the prestige cuvées will
be tasted from bottle and the vintages from magnum.
Prestige cuvées are typically aged for a few more years
than the ‘standard’ vintage release, so when a house
launches its current vintage, it is usually a few more
years before we see the prestige cuvée release catch up.
However, the champagne fanatics amongst you may
notice that many of the champagnes to be tasted are
new, or even yet to be released.
With many expected to hit the market later this year,
the pairs will be much closer together in vintage than
normally seen. This tasting will therefore be a unique
opportunity to not only be amongst the first to taste
some exceptional newly released cuvées, but to do so
when the vintage gap between the prestige cuvée and
current vintage is significantly reduced.
Jancis comments: “Very, very good! For once it will be
the producers being tested rather more than me!!!”
Places are limited to 56 people. Head over to our
website and find the event under ‘Tastings’. Click on
‘tickets’ and purchase now to avoid disappointment.

Taittinger Collection
The Taittinger Collection first began in 1983, when Claude Taittinger approached Hungarian artist, Victor
Vasarely. The idea was to create a unique bottle for the 1978 vintage champagne and this tradition has continued.

Salgado 2008
£165.00

The fourteenth edition of Taittinger Collection; a bottle of the incredible 2008 designed by Brazilian artist Sebastiao Salgado
Salgado is the fourteenth edition of the Taittinger Collection and it was designed by Brazilian artist Sebastiao Salgado. The bottle
features a leopard captured drinking from the Barab River Valley in Damaraland, Namibia in 2005. The bottle contains Taittinger
Brut Vintage 2008, a year that began with a frosty winter that affected the vines and resulted in a late bud-burst. Disease in the
vineyards had to be controlled due to regular damp conditions. However, a bright and warm summer created a harvest already
renowned for its liveliness and freshness. On the nose, yeasty bread aromas combine with an abundance of ripe fruits. The palate
is full of lemon and mandarin hints and a freshness that is continued throughout to the finish which lingers with complex flavours.
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Champagnes to be tasted (sixteen in total):

Bollinger R.D. 2002 75cl
Dom Pérignon 2009 75cl
Charles Heidsieck Blanc des Millénaires 1995 75cl
Lanson Clos Lanson 2006 75cl
Laurent-Perrier Grand Siècle NV 75cl
Louis Roederer Cristal 2009 75cl
Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill 2006 75cl
Taittinger Comtes de Champagne 2006 75cl

67 Pall Mall

Founded by wine lovers, for wine lovers, 67 Pall Mall is a unique private members’
club. In the heart of historic St James’s, Sir Edwin Lutyens’ magnificent building
has been transformed into a luxurious, convivial and welcoming clubhouse. Here,
members are able to enjoy access to some of the finest and rarest wines in the world,
direct from the Club’s extensive cellars.
The founders’ disappointment at being unable to enjoy fine wine at sensible prices
is what originally prompted the development of 67 Pall Mall and the goal is to
encourage members to pull the cork and discover a new wine as and when they wish.
Quickly attracting its maximum membership, it opened in November 2015 and is
bringing in a new era for the world of wine in London. Following the success of our
previous events, we are thrilled to once again be hosting our standout tasting here.

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

La Grande Année 2007 1.5L
Moët Grand Vintage 2008 1.5L
Brut Millésimé 2005 1.5L
Gold Label Brut Vintage 2005 1.5L
Vintage 2006 1.5L
Brut Vintage 2009 1.5L
Brut Vintage 2008 1.5L
Brut Vintage 2009 1.5L

Jancis Robinson MW

Described by Decanter magazine as ‘the most respected wine critic and journalist
in the world’, Jancis Robinson writes daily for JancisRobinson.com (voted firstever Wine Website of the Year in the Louis Roederer International Wine Writers
Awards 2010), weekly for The Financial Times, and bi-monthly for a column that is
syndicated around the world. She is also editor of The Oxford Companion to Wine
and co-author of Wine Grapes, both recognised as the standard reference.
An award-winning TV presenter, she travels all over the world to conduct wine
events and act as a wine judge. In 1984 she was the first person outside the wine trade
to pass the rigorous Master of Wine exams and in 2003 she was awarded an OBE by
Her Majesty the Queen, on whose cellar she now advises. She loves and lives for wine
in all its glorious diversity, generally favouring balance and subtlety over sheer mass.
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Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label NV
NV

£42.95 Price each for 12 £37.95
Veuve Clicquot’s signature champagne since 1772, this is a complex, balanced and world-famous non-vintage
Grapes from as many as 50 to 60 different Crus go into the blending of Yellow Label NV. Traditionally, the proportion of each grape variety used is 50-55% Pinot Noir, 15-20% Pinot Meunier and 28-33% Chardonnay. A predominance of Pinot Noir provides the structure that is so typically Clicquot, while a touch of Pinot Meunier rounds
off the blend. Chardonnay then adds the elegance and finesse essential in a perfectly balanced champagne. Each
new release varies depending on the amount of reserve wines and the latest release vintage. Dominique Demarville
typically uses 25-35%, but sometimes as much as 40% reserve wines to ensure the continuity of the House style.
Yellow Label NV has a fine bead of bubbles present in a golden-yellow colour. On the nose, white fruits and nicely
balanced citrus notes lead to a perfectly structured palate with some hints of brioche. Pinot Noir dominance shines
through in the mouth, with a finish completed by subtle fruit flavours from the delicate Chardonnay contribution.

Veuve Clicquot Extra Brut Extra Old NV
NV

£69.95 Price each for 12 £65.95
Brand new champagne from Veuve Clicquot, a clever blend of reserve wines from six vintages between 1988-2010
Veuve Clicquot Extra Brut Extra Old is a brand new champagne from Dominique Demarville, made purely of
reserve wines from the years 1988, 1996, 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2010, chosen for their freshness, generosity and
structure. All the reserve wines blended have been aged for a minimum of three years in vats on the lees. To extend
the ageing further, once bottled Extra Brut Extra Old spends another three years maturing before disgorgement
and another year in the cellars post-disgorgement. Demarville said he has no intention for this champagne to be
a high-volume seller commenting: “We cannot use all of the best reserve wines; we need them for Yellow Label”,
hence only 30,000 bottles have been produced. An intense golden colour in the glass, initial notes on the nose are
rich and intense; ripe fruits and citrus. Powerful on the palate but balanced and smooth, this is full of citrus with
hints of apples and toastiness and a well-balanced minerality through to the long-lasting finish. This is exceptional.

Veuve Clicquot La Grande Dame
2006

P

hilippe Clicquot founded Veuve Clicquot
in 1772, making it one of the oldest
Houses in the region. Coming from a
family of bankers and textile merchants, Philippe
purchased a number of vineyards and decided to
establish a wine business under the family name.
His vision was to sell his Champagne ‘across all
borders’.
In June 1798, Barbe-Nicole Ponsardin married
Philippe’s son, Francçois-Marie Clicquot in a
wedding service held in the winery’s cellars, kept
secret due to the ongoing French revolution.
Auspiciously, the priest gave the happy couple a
book by Dom Pérignon.
The 17th Century Monk Dom Pérignon had
written about new methods of producing
sparkling wine. By combining several varieties
of grape into an assemblage, he was able to
harness the fermentation process, however the
‘vin du diable’ (wine of the devil) had yet to
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£109.95 Price each for 12 £102.95
Crystal clear, with fine bubbles and disarming youth; this prestige cuvée has a magnificent life ahead
Created in 1972 to celebrate the bicentenary of the House, La Grande Dame is a tribute to Madame Clicquot, also
known as ‘La Grande Dame de la Champagne’. La Grande Dame 2006 is an exclusive blend of eight classic Grand
Crus: Ambonnay, Aÿ, Bouzy, Verzenay and Verzy for the Pinot Noir (61%) and Avize, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger and Oger
for the Chardonnay (39%). An intense colour with golden glints and very small, sparkling bubbles. The initial nose
has a mineral background with ﬂoral notes and fresh fruit and ﬁnally more toasted notes of hazelnut and roasted
almonds. Disarmingly youthful, this launches with lemon zest, grapefruit and red apple in the mouth.

Additional vintages online: 2004
be completely tamed. Yeast would form sticky
filaments and leave a deposit that made the
finished wine cloudy and spoiled its taste. But
Madame Clicquot would change all that.
The Code Napoleon and bourgeois codes of
behaviour forced French women to live in the
shadow of their husbands. It took a woman with
confidence and a fair amount of grit to venture
into business. Barbe-Nicole Clicquot was one
such woman; widowed at the age of 27 and with a
three year old daughter, she convinced her fatherin-law to let her manage the business and went on
to achieve iconic status among champagne buffs.
Assisted by her cellar man Antoine-Aloys de
Muller, Madame Clicquot perfected the art
of ‘remuage’ or riddling. Special racks were
produced to hold the bottles at an angle and over
a six to eight week period the bottles were rotated
by a quarter-turn every day and the lees gradually
settled in the neck of the bottle. The cork was

then drawn, the sediment removed and liqueur
de tirage (a mixture of still wine and sugar)
added. Once this technique was perfected the
champagne was crystal clear. With a few minor
improvements this method is still used today.
From 1876 onwards the company bottled all the
dry champagne destined for Britain with a yellow
label. When Madame Clicquot died in July 1866,
newspapers all over the world paid tribute to
the old lady. She and her loyal assistants had
conquered the world and sales had reached a
staggering 750,000 bottles a year!
“Veuve Clicquot is a big house where we have
a huge responsibility to maintain the style, but
every day we work to improve the quality.” Chef
de Cave, Dominique Demarville explains the
production ethos behind Veuve’s characterful,
full-bodied and pinot-focused wines. Privileged
to a respectable 382 hectares with facilities to
envy, the house runs a huge operation in Reims.

Veuve Clicquot Cave Privée
Born in the depths of Veuve’s chalk cellars, Cave Privée is the result of a daring vision of intuition, passion,
and tenacity on the part of the oenologists. Year after year, they create and nurture fine vintages, taking
care to respect and enhance the character of each one. Cave Privée is a unique collection of rare vintages
meticulously selected by successive generations of Cellar Masters.

1990

£175.00
Now over twenty-five years post-harvest, 1990 is a testimony to the enduring power of a vintage; this is very special
The 1990 Cave Privée is a blend of seventeen different Crus, all classified Grand and Premier. Black grapes make up
two thirds of the blend: 56% Pinot Noir from the Montagne de Reims and the Grande Vallée de la Marne, and 11%
Pinot Meunier from the Premier Crus in the west of the Montagne de Reims. The blend is then completed with 33%
Chardonnay from the Côte des Blancs and, to a lesser extent, from the Montagne de Reims. The nose is impressive
for its intensity and great richness. From the first moments, the complexity and concentration are apparent with
fruity aromas dominant. On the palate, creamy smoothness gives way to peach, lemon and pear with a slight smoky
tint. Now twenty-seven years post-vintage and nine years post-disgorgement, Veuve Clicquot Cave Privée 1990 is a
testimony to the enduring power of a fantastic vintage.

Additional vintages online: 1989
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Future Champagne Vintages
2008 - 2012

last few years. No-one is a more fanatic admirer
than ultra-prestige brand Salon’s President Didier
Depond, who revealed in 2014 that he made the
“crazy decision” to bottle the 2008 vintage in
magnums only. “Because 2008 is huge in quality,
but very small in quantity, we decided to make
only magnums,” he commented.

T

here is no experience quite like sitting down
with a bottle (or even better, magnum)
of your favourite vintage champagne,
tasting and dissecting every mesmerising
molecule with a friend or simply enjoying its
palatable prowess alone. For us, an evening
spent sipping champagne from the muscular,
powerhouse 1996 vintage or the structured, fruitbomb 2002 is an ecstasy like no other. Although
vintage champagne accounts for just 10% of the
region’s total production, it dominates consumer
interest, media rumour-mills and investment
speculation alike. We spend a lot of our time
romancing over our favourite past vintages
of champagne. But what about the future?
This year has seen the first big release from the
much anticipated 2008 vintage. With many more
expected to come over the next 24 months, we’ll
turn our focus to 2008 onwards and look at the next
four great vintages to come. (We’ve excluded 2011;
an extremely challenging growing season fraught
with frost, hail and rain that is unlikely to shine).

Vintage: 2008

The last entry of the holy triumvirate of 1996, 2002
and 2008, this vintage favoured all three grape
varieties and produced extremely elegant, vibrant
and high-acid base wines. Beautiful September
weather was the saviour of the season, with cool
nights contributing the high acidity and summer
sun supplying the ripeness. Expectations started
high and have built into pandemonium over the
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Pol Roger then stoked the frenzied fire with their
launch of Pol Roger Brut Vintage 2008 in early
2017, claiming it to be one of their “greatest ever
years”, a review with which we find it difficult
to disagree. Further, when meeting with Louis
Roederer’s head winemaker Jean-Baptiste
Lécaillon last month, we asked about Cristal
2008 and were greeted with a gleaming grin.
Commenting that “2008 is almost my dream”,
JB told us it won’t be on the market until 2018,
the first time the house has ever waited 10 years
to release a Cristal vintage. Interestingly, they
released Cristal 2009 before 2008, a decision
looking likely to be emulated by other houses – a
testament to the growing potential of this vintage.

Vintage: 2009

An excellent year, marked by a splendid summer
season and almost no rainfall throughout
the entire harvest. Where the incredible 2008
vintage had to overcome some serious vine
damage difficulties, 2009 was a year of absolute
purity. Head winemaker at Moët & Chandon,
Benoît Gouez commented: “Grapes have been
cleaner than ever, even better than 2008 with
no botrytis at all.” Pinot Noir was a particular
success, with the Grand Crus of the Montagne de
Reims producing wines with explosive red berry
characteristics and subtle suggestions of spice.
Several excellent releases have already hit the
market. Taittinger Brut Vintage 2009 arrived at
the start of 2017 to widespread applause and in
Louis Roederer Cristal 2009 and Louis Roederer
Cristal Rosé 2009, we have two sure-fire classics
– both of which haven’t reached anything like
their full potential. A sophisticated vintage with a
great balance of acidity lending immense ageing
potential; champagne from this year is without
doubt for the long-run.

Vintage: 2010

After a consecutive string of successful seasons,
Champagne was due a difficult harvest and in
2010 the region got one. A hot and dry summer
followed by destructive rains caused rot problems
all over the appellation and a limited number of
vintage expressions were made. However, whilst
many of the Pinot berries were eliminated due to
damage, the Chardonnay in the Côte des Blancs
fared well, as proven by the fragrant and fresh
Louis Roederer Blanc de Blancs 2010.
Although unlikely to be one of the all-time greats,
2010 is by no means a write-off. As we see more
vintage releases hit the market over the coming
years, 2010’s potential for complex ageing may be
its saviour and salvation.

Vintage: 2012

“It is a great vintage. Probably better than 1996
and close to 1990 on average, but in some special
locations it could well be better than that – closer
to a 1947,” comments Jean-Baptiste Lécaillon.
One of the best harvests the Champagne region
has ever experienced, 2012 seems set to break
the emerging tradition of a legendary vintage
occurring at six year intervals (1990, 1996, 2002,
2008). Despite low yields – in some places half of
the allowed production – the base wines showed
exemplary maturity and acidity right from the off.
“The quality and the intensity are definitely there
to make an outstanding vintage,” added Richard
Geoffroy, Chef de Cave at Dom Pérignon.
Although it will be another 5-10 years before
the prestige cuvées from this spectacular vintage
are ready for release, many house non-vintage
champagnes currently have 2012 as their base
wine. Louis Roederer Brut Premier NV and Pol
Roger Réserve NV are two such examples and
both are showing incredible richness and ripe
fruit character. Indeed, the latter’s non-vintage
based on 2012 even scored joint highest in our
recent vertical blind tasting of vintage Pol Roger.
We have always extolled the quality of Pol’s
House non-vintage, but blind scoring equal to
their 2002? Surely this an early insight into the
potential for this already fabled vintage.

H

ambledon is England’s oldest commercial
vineyard. During the summer of 1951
Major General Sir Guy Salisbury-Jones
was looking out of the dining room window of
Mill Down House with his step-son John thinking
about what to do with the field directly below them.
As Sir Guy was a keen wine lover and Francophile
having spent time as a diplomat in Paris, John
suggested he might consider planting a vineyard?
The seed had been sown and Sir Guy began
researching the feasibility of planting vines on
the south-facing chalky slopes surrounding the
house in Hambledon on the South Downs. After
careful deliberation and with the help and advice
from friends at the renowned Champagne House
Pol Roger, he planted a number of different grape
varieties in 1952 and went on to release the first
commercial range of English wines.
Winemaker Bill Carcary joined the Hambledon
team in 1966 and the wines soon drew a strong
following, winning a number of awards and

even a Gold Medal at the International Wine
and Spirits Competition in 1984. The wines were
served on the QE2, in British Embassies around
the world, in the Houses of Parliament and in
export markets around the world including the
USA and Japan. On one occasion during a visit
to Paris, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II served
Hambledon wine to President Pompadour during
a reception at the British Embassy in Paris. The
story behind this wine being served involves
Steven Spurrier MW (famous for the Paris
Judgement of ‘76) and an interesting interaction
with French customs.
Sadly, following a change of ownership,
winemaking activities were curtailed at
Hambledon in the mid 1990s and the vineyard
was shrunk to just four acres, producing grapes
for sale to other wineries. However, Hambledon
was reborn in 1999 when Ian Kellett bought
Hambledon Vineyard. As a passionate wine lover,
Ian was intrigued by the winemaking heritage
of the property. After analysing the commercial

Hambledon Vineyard Classic
Cuvée NV English Sparkling Wine
NV

£29.50

Price each for 12 £27.95

Deliciously refreshing blend of 2010 & 2011
Hambledon Classic Cuvée is a blend of 30% wines
from 2011 and 70% tank aged reserve wines from
2010. In England, 2011 produced a good harvest
with grapes of perfect maturity. September and
October were very warm and dry and the harvest
took place over 3 days - 2nd, 8th and 14th October.
The grapes used were pre-selected and handpicked
from the estate and a second selection then took
place in the winery prior to pressing to ensure only
the most mature grapes went into the fermentation
vats. A small percentage (2-3%) of the wines were
fermented in specially selected French oak barrels to
add complexity and structure. On the nose, vibrant
magnolia and lily scents give way to a structured
acidic palate of floral fruits. This has a very linear
and dense body that leads to a lasting finish.

potential for English wine, he began studying
oenology at Plumpton College in Sussex with a
view to restoring Hambledon to its former glory.
Research convinced him that sparkling wines
were the future and in 2005 Ian planted a 10acre ‘test bed’ of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and
Pinot Meunier to see which of the twentyseven different combinations of vine clones and
rootstocks gave the best results. A team then
travelled from Hambledon to France to meet
Hubert de Billy, son of the chairman of Pol
Roger, to revive the former relationship with the
esteemed Champagne House.
Today the Hambledon estate comprises 50 acres
of vineyards and a new gravity-fed, state-of-theart winery - the only one of its kind in the UK. In
2011 the final piece of the jigsaw slotted into place
with the appointment of one of Champagne’s
leading Chef de Caves. A renowned expert in
minimal-intervention winemaking, Hervé Jestin
now directs all winemaking at the Estate.

Hambledon Vineyard Première
Cuvée NV English Sparkling Wine
NV

£43.50

Price each for 12 £41.95

A special non-vintage with vintage potential
Hambledon Première Cuvée is a blend from 85%
wines from 2011 and 15% reserve wines from 2010.
The 2011 harvest in England produced grapes of
perfect maturity. September and October were very
warm and dry and the harvest took place over 3 days 2nd, 8th and 14th October. The grapes used were preselected and handpicked from the estate and a second
selection then took place in the winery prior to
pressing to ensure only the most mature grapes went
into the fermentation vats. Some 3% of the wines were
fermented in French oak barrels to add complexity
and structure. With only a limited production of
4,000 bottles, this exceptional sparkling wine is not
to be missed. On the nose, brioche aromas combine
with flowers and toasted hazelnuts and the palate has
mouthwatering acidity and dried citrus fruits.
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H

attingley Valley specialise in producing
high quality sparkling wines. Traditional
methods are used to make the range of
wines identical to those used in the production
of Champagne. The style of wines produced
by Hattingley has one key element, that being
the very subtle use of oak barrels to ferment a
small proportion of the wines each year as well
as ageing on lees in stainless-steel tanks. This
softens the wines before they go into bottles for
the second fermentation.
Simon Robinson established Hattingley Valley
in 2008. Following in-depth feasibility studies,
the first 28 acre south-facing site was planted in
May of that year. While researching how best to
set up a winery, Simon met Emma Rice who had
recently founded Custom Crush, a wine analysis
laboratory and wine making consultancy for the
burgeoning domestic wine industry. Together
Simon and Emma planned the modern, ecofriendly winery in Wield that was completed in
2010. It uses the latest technology and equipment

from continental Europe, has sophisticated waste
disposal facilities and was the first UK winery to
adopt solar power.
Today the winemaking team is made up of
Emma and Jacob Leadley, both of whom trained
at Plumpton College and Will Perkins who is
currently studying there. This dynamic team is
excited about the English wine industry explosion
and believes that one of the best things about the
UK sector is that it allows them to be innovative
in making wines.
The vineyard team is headed up by Jim Bowerman
and Romain Henrion who are assisted by James
Matyear. These dedicated viticulturalists willingly
pioneer techniques in wind and frost protection,
irrigation, nutrient application and canopy
management. They continually evaluate the
Hampshire terroir and experiment by planting a
range of grape varieties and root stock in order
to achieve the very best fruit-bearing vines. The
team manages 60 acres on two well-situated sites.

The vines are nurtured throughout the growing
year with an environmentally sensitive approach
to viticulture that ensures optimum ripeness,
yield and fruit quality.
Since launching its first release in August 2013,
Hattingley Valley has developed into one of the
most respected producers and leading contract
manufacturers of English sparkling wines in
the country. Their sparkling wines have been
recognised in competitions around the globe and
they are celebrated as one of the best UK estates.
On the estate is Chalk Hill, made up of 10
million year old terroir, believed to be the
same ridge as in Champagne. With those
soil credentials Hattingley Valley harvest the
traditional Champagne grape varieties including
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier.
Along with the traditional Champagne varieties
Simon added an additional 3000 vines of different
grape varieties in order to determine which
grapes performed best in each of his vineyards.

T

he Nyetimber estate counts three major
landmarks in its history. Its earliest
beginnings saw it first recorded in the
Domesday Book in 1086. Then there was the
planting of their first vines, almost exactly 900
years later. Most recently, there was the decision
in 2006 that Nyetimber wines deserved an
audience on the world stage.
Nyetimber is in the fortunate position of owning
100% of their vineyards and all of their wines are
produced from their 170 hectares of vineyard
planted on the best sites in West Sussex and
Hampshire. Nyetimber’s vineyards were the first
to be devoted exclusively to the holy trinity of
Champagne grapes: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and
Pinot Meunier.
The climate in Southern England allows for the
slow ripening of grapes, allowing the optimum
level of acidity to be reached as well as the
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£30.50

2009

Price each for 12 £29.50

Hattingley Valley have produced a well-rounded sparkling wine from a great English harvest in 2013
The 2013 harvest was highly positive following the disappointing 2012 harvest across England. Early signs of a
long and cold winter resulted in delayed bud-burst by two weeks, however a very hot summer throughout July
ensured that the grapes ended very healthy, yielding great fruit flavours. The 2013 harvest at Hattingley Valley
began on 2nd October and ended on 5th November. After the grapes were harvested and sorted, 25% of the
total blend was barrel fermented. The barrels used were three and four year old white Burgundy and Bordeaux
barrels, giving the wine a lovely texture and richness. On the nose, strong brioche notes combine with oak
characteristics. A well-balanced acidity on the palate leads the way for a well-rounded fruity finish.

Chief winemaker, Cherie Spriggs is central
to every decision that gets made. Drawn to
Nyetimber many years ago while still living in
Canada, Cherie’s training includes postgraduate
study at the Wine Research Center in Vancouver.
She worked in McLaren Vale and the Hunter
Valley before joining Nyetimber with her
husband Brad in 2007. Cherie assesses each and
every handpicked vineyard individually and
chooses the optimal time to harvest the grapes,
supervising their gentle pressing and eventual
vinification in stainless-steel tanks.
Nyetimber craft all of their wines according
to the traditional method, ageing them for
extended periods of time and giving the bottles
sufficient post-disgorgement resting before
release. In January, 2014, Nyetimber began
releasing bottling, riddling and disgorgement

dates. Over the course of 25 years, Nyetimber
has established itself as a pioneer and has become
known for its integrity and perfectionism. This
new initiative has been implemented in an effort
towards greater transparency and to demonstrate
Nyetimber’s continued endeavour for quality.
Bottles of Classic Cuvée 2009 have a new
back label with a code and message directing
consumers to the Nyetimber website to discover
their wine’s story. The website has been set up so
that connoisseurs and enthusiasts alike will find it
easy to navigate, useful and informative.
Eric Heerema, Owner and CEO says: “As the most
prestigious English sparkling wine producer,
we have a responsibility for transparency and at
Nyetimber, we pride ourselves on going over and
beyond the standardised practices established
by the world’s most renowned sparkling wine
producers.”

Nyetimber Blanc de Blancs English Sparkling Wine

Hattingley Valley Classic Cuvée
English Sparkling Wine
2013

complexity and finesse that Nyetimber strive for.

2010

£39.95

Price each for 12 £36.95

This is a rare and special English Blanc de Blancs sparkling wine from the excellent 2009 harvest and one of Nyetimber’s finest
Weather during 2009 was steady and consistent with average temperatures allowing for expected growth and flowering. Flowering
began in the middle of June in the midst of sunny conditions and the harvest took place in early October. Low rainfall in August
(40% less than average) produced healthy grapes that were perfectly ripe when picking. Nyetimber Blanc de Blancs 2009 is pale gold
in colour and has a tiny stream of bubbles. Aromas of floral and citrus notes shine on the nose. On tasting, the wine begins with a
fresh acidity that combines with more citrus flavours, developing some toasty characteristics through the long finish.

Nyetimber Tillington Single Vineyard
English Sparkling Wine
£79.95

Price each for 12 £76.95

From a single vineyard and the incredible 2010 vintage, Tillington emphasises all that is great about Nyetimber
The Tillington vineyard is located in the middle of the South Downs National Park. The geology (excellent underlying drainage and
low natural fertility) is of prime importance here since it has determined the characteristics of the shallow soil above and influences
the development of the vine roots. The Chardonnay and Pinot Noir vines grow on a south-facing slope, ranging between a 5% and
10% incline to capture the sunlight. This has a brilliant light golden hue. There are toasted notes on the nose that lead to hints of
crème brûlée. On the palate, an abundance of strawberry and cherry pave the way to a fresh finish that lingers long.
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T

he Wiston Estate has been owned and
managed by the Goring family since 1743.
Its 6,000 acres straddle the chalky slopes of
the South Downs. The vineyards planted in 2006
are situated on the south-facing chalk slopes of the
South Downs and the three traditional varieties
of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier
are sited on a peri-glacial dry river valley on the
Upper Cretaceous Chalk, which closely resembles
the physical and chemical composition of the world
renowned Côte des Blancs in Champagne.
There are no herbicides sprayed on the soil and
Wiston uses the traditional Coquard press, one of
only four outside of France and is unique to the UK.
Its large surface area and exceptionally gentle pressing enables extraction of the very highest quality, so
they can maximise the purity of the juice, followed
by minimum intervention in the winemaking process so the wine can best reflect its vineyard origin.
The label was inspired by the story of two families
coming together. It combines the colour and intensity of Pip’s South African nature with Harry’s family heritage and English design. The intricate detail
replicates the plasterwork of the Great Hall at Wiston House, commissioned by Sir Charles Goring in
the mid-18th century, with the eagle carrying the
ribbon of grapes and flowers.

Wiston Estate’s Richard Goring (left) and Harry Goring (right)

Wiston Estate Cuvée Traditional
English Sparkling Wine
2010

£34.95

Price each for 12 £32.95

Aged for three years and fermented in oak barrel, this has exceptional clarity of fruits and much ageing potential
This sparkling wine has been ageing in Wiston’s cellars for three years, fermented in 5-6 year old Puligny-Montrachet barrels,
giving it the ability to gain character over time. The classic Champagne grape varieties and a very low dosage enable the
clarity of the fruit to shine through. On the nose, brioche aromas combine with dried citrus fruits. Mouth-watering acidity
on the palate leads to a fresh and vivid finish. This is stunning to drink now, but will age well.

2010 - Bronze

A taxing year with dry conditions hindered grape
development early in the season. Torrential rain
in August caused widespread disease pressure but
the return of dry conditions in September helped
some producers. As it’s a recent vintage, there have
been few releases, however Louis Roederer Blanc de
Blancs proves it was a good year for Chardonnay.

2009 - Silver

After early complications August was hot and sunny, with virtually no rain until October, creating
ideal conditions for the onset of ripening. A superb
summer produced a clean high quality crop, with
particularly good Pinot Noir from the Montagne de
Reims. Plump and approachable with a balance of
acidity, champagnes from 2009 promise good ageing potential.

2008 - Gold

Initially a difficult, damp year with widespread mildew; drier conditions in August and a fine, warm
September proved many producers’ saving grace.
Classically-styled wines with fresh acidity balanced
by sound ripeness achieved by a long and slow ripening. Pol Roger Brut Vintage 2008 shows the prowess of this harvest. The next outstanding vintage to
follow 2002 and 1996 - incredible!

2007 - Bronze

An unusually warm spring led to early flowering
and optimism which soon gave way to disappointment with one of the murkiest summers on record.
Conditions improved towards September allowing
a fair crop, with Chardonnay outperforming the
Pinot’s. Champagnes from 2007 are typically higher
than normal in acidity.

2006 - Silver Gilt

Wiston Estate Rosé English Sparkling Wine
2011
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£38.95

Price each for 12 £36.95

Our first listed English sparkling rosé, flavours of strawberries and raspberries combine with wonderfully fresh acidity
The juice obtained from the three varieties of grapes used in the blend were fermented separately in a mixture of older Burgundy barrels with specially selected yeasts. The wines then rested on their lees for several months until spring. Because of
the nature of the incredible 2011 harvest, the decision was taken to prevent the wine undergoing malolactic fermentation.
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier were then carefully blended together along with 15% reserve wine from the
2010 vintage. First disgorgement took place in July 2013. This English sparkling rosé has an abundance of raspberries and
strawberries on the palate combined with a fresh acidity that lingers forever on the long-lasting finish.

An exceptionally hot and sunny June and July with
grapes in fine fettle but a dank August left producers
fearful of under-ripeness. Fortunately, warm, bright
conditions in September redressed the balance.
Wines are supple and expressive and many brands
have made fantastic champagnes. Louis Roederer Cristal 2006 showcases what can be achieved; a
complex, powerful and fruit-driven delight.

2005 - Bronze

Overall, a mixed harvest with variable conditions.
Some producers have selected very carefully and
made strong champagnes. Dom Pérignon 2005
shows what can come from a difficult year; its rich
and pure fruit seem to contradict the tough weather!

2004 - Silver

This was a vintage that showed quality and quantity.
A warm September proved to salvage a cold spring
that was followed by an early summer. A late
harvest of healthy fruit has given a vintage that
will exceed expectations of structure and elegance.
Good clean fruit characters are typical of 2004s,
with balanced acidity and potential for long ageing.
Many champagnes are stunning from this year, such
as Dom Pérignon 2004 and magnums of Pol Roger
Brut Vintage 2004.

2003 - Bronze

A challenging vintage for Champagne in the face
of an unprecedented heat wave during the summer
months, yet certain producers managed to craft
some very good champagnes. Krug have produced
an outstanding wine from this difficult vintage.

2002 - Gold

Considered one of the best vintages in 20 years, 2002
has shown magnificent comparisons to the great
year of 1996. A cold winter and a mild late spring
cued for a perfect June allowing early flowering.
Sunshine and dry conditions throughout September
created champagne with good levels of acidity and
fruit in abundance. Most producers have long since
released their wines and these are very highly rated. The recently released Krug 2002 and Salon 2002
are the most awarded from this year, though Louis
Roederer Cristal and Taittinger Comtes de Champagne also amaze.

1999 - Bronze

A difficult start to the year with damaging hailstorms in early May were rescued by a warm August
which gave the grapes a promising outlook for the
harvest. A damp September challenged producers
although some champagnes are drinking really well
today.

1996 - Gold

An outstanding vintage for Champagne, the
best since 1990. A long, dry summer was the key
to success with the grapes displaying amazing
ripeness. All of the grape varieties have done well,
with Pinot Noir excelling. Some 20 years on, these
champagnes are showing beautifully, especially if
you go down the magnum route! Dom Pérignon’s
Oenothèque 1996 is a bundle of purity and lush
fruit, still showing incredible youthful vibrancy. A
rare combination of weather created grapes with
both high sugar and amazing acidity and timeless
ageing potential.

1995 - Gold

A welcome relief after some difficult years in the
region, 1995 produced a large crop of very fine
quality, especially for Chardonnay. The champagnes
are similar in character to the 1988s, with the best
examples possessing marvellous ageing potential.
Charles Heidseick Blanc des Millénaires 1995 shows
the power of Chardonnay from this vintage; over 20
years old and still amazingly youthful.

1990 - Gold

A superb year and one of the top half-dozen vintages of the last century. There was frost damage in
April but the vintage was made by the long, hot and
dry summer. The crop was the third largest on record and the wines had excellent alcohol and acidity
levels. The ripest wines since 1959 are showcased by
the depth and finesse of the champagnes. Champagnes from 1990 are now very scarce, Cave Privée
in magnum from Veuve Clicquot is exceptional.

1998 - Silver Gilt

The 1998 harvest in Champagne has created a
vintage that over time has grown in stature and
reputation. A sunny winter paved way for a rainy
end to the spring and an early summer of extreme
temperature ranges resulted in rainstorms and then
finally sunshine at harvest in September. Chardonnay dominated many blends and the champagnes
have high levels of sugar and acidity, which means
they just keep getting better with age. Dom Ruinart,
Krug, Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill and Taittinger Comtes are all amazing examples, even more so if
you drink them from magnum.
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